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mARSHALL, DONALD JUsiN JR. SPRINGHILL i.,EDIUM INSi• DEC DATE: 

CLAT_EEROkk_IO_JtA_RJICIPATE  IN THE  ATLANTIC  CHALLENGE 
PRUukpM. USUAL DAY PAROLE CuND PLUS THOSE IN AccoRDAN 
Ci1-k-1 INSTITUTION REGULATIONS. FILE: UNKNOWN.. FPS: 10491P  
COmeiENTS READ AS FOLLOWS: SUBJECT HAS bEEN IN SPRINGHra 
INSTITUTION FOR THE PAST FOUR YEARS. HIS FILE INDICATES 
DETERIURAlION IN BEHAVIOUR AND ATTITUDE DURING THE LAST 
YEAR. Ht HAS SHOWN FRUSTRATION AND TENSION. 1HESE CONDITIONS 
APPLAR TO CENTRE AROUND HIS PROTESTS OF INNOCENCE AND 
A DENIAL OF CERTAIN PRIVILEGES, SUCH AS T.A. HE WAS INVOLVED 
IN AN INSTITUTIONAL FIGHT IN MARCH 1978 AND ENDED 'JP IN 
DISCXXX DISSOCIATION. INSTITUTION WORKERS DREW UP A PLAN 
OF CONDUCT FOR HIM TO FOLLOW,WHICH HE OAS DONE. HIS CONDUCT 
HAS IMPROVED IN THE LAST TWO MONTHS AND HIS EMOTIONS APPEAR 
ON A MORE EVEN KEEL. SUBJECT WAS QUITE CALM DURING THE 
INTERVIEW, BUT CONTINUED TO CLAIM INNONCENCE OF THE CRIME 
FOR WHICH ME IS SERVING TIME. CLAIMS TO BE GETTING HIS 
EMOTIONS UNDER CONTROL AND FEELS THA PARTICIPATION IN THE 
ATLANTIC CHALLENGE PROGRAM WILL GREATLY ASSIST HIM IN THIS 
REGARD. STATES LUNG RANGE PLANS ARE TO.LEAVE MARITIMES, 
ALTHOUGH HE HAS NO CONTACTS OR CONNECTIONS IN PNY OTHER AREA 
OF THE COUNTRY. WILLING TO TAKE A CHANCE ON HIS PARTICIPATION 
IN ATLANTIC CHALLENGE. VOTE IN FAVOUR OF DAY PAROLE FOR THIS 
REASON.- PROGRAM TO BE AWAY FROM CAPE BRETON AREA. (WE 
UNDERSTAND MINISTER OF JUSTICE HAS ASKED FOR TRANSCRIPT OF 
THE TRIAL, FOR WHAT REASON, WE DO NOT KNOW). SUBJECT DENIES 
GUILT AND THERE MAY BE SOME TRUTH TO THIS, HOWEVER, 
NEVERTHELESS, HE MUST FACE REALITY THAT HE HAS BEEN CONVICTED. 
IF HIS RECENT MISHXXX MISBEHAVIOUR IS INDICATIVE OF 
FRUSTRATION, THERE IS A DANGER OF 'REVENGE, WHETHER HE IS 
GUILTY OR INNOCENT. BEARING IN MIND HIS RECENT GOOD BEHAVIOUR 
HAS BEEN FOR A RELATIVELY SHORT PERIOD OF TIME, I AM VOTING 
AGAINST APPLICATION AS I FEEL POSITIVE ACTION FOR THE INMATE 
MUST BE FOR A LONGER PERIOD OF THXXX TIME. 

MISS CASEY, MRM. LYNCH, MR. GALLANT, M17 . WALL, DR. HUTSON, 
MR. MACCAGNO, MR. bUNGAY VOTED ON THE CASE. 

H. CHEVALIER-BOURBONNIERE 
REGISTRAR 
NP8 

SOLGEN OTT 
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PAROLE GO TRRO 

PAROLE RU MCTN 

JULY 28 1976 32SPM 

ATTENTION: ANN MACDONALD 

Rt: CASES FOR ATLANTIC CHALLENGE. AS PRESENTED TODAY: 

1. MARSHALL 410491A 
MURRAY 471169A 
LAFFORD 953871A 
GROOKS 975692A 
PRINCE 350434A 

THE AGOVE ARE ACCEPTAGLE TO THE REGIONAL BuPRD. KINDLY 
ObSERVE CUmmENTS AT TIME OF DECISIuN. ACCEPTAGILITY0 OF 
GRuOKS DEPENDS UPON ACCOmMODATIUN. 

IS THIS CO1'1NG TO YOU CLEAR ? 

YES THAKS 

HOW iOUT ThE DECISlON r I SENT YOU THOSE Ote? 

WE StEM TO GE AGLE TO WORK ThEm OUT kA.C. 1e!E HAVE A PROBLEM 
WE SHALL CONTACT YOU FLR CuNFIRMATION 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH I APPFECIATE THE FACT THAT I DONT HAVE 
TO SEND THE, AGAIN FUR THE TIME BEING AT LA LEAST VER Y bUSY 

, AGAIN THANKS 

• 
PAROLE BD TRRO 

PAROLE RU mCTN 
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SdIC:10i Genera! 14 A 

/ Canada 

Parole 
Atlantic Div. 

?ur genf 'al 

ihoralion crv)(tlionnee 
a vision do l'Atic.ntiriue 

P.O. Box 1370, 
Moncton, N.B. 
EIC 8T6 
June 30, 1978 

Inst. No. 1997 
FPS 410491A 

Mr. Donald Marshall, Jr., 
Springhill Institution, 
P.O. Box 2140, 
Springhill, N.S. 

Dear Sir: 

This is to inform you that the National Parole Board has care-

fully reviewed your case and its decision is Day Parole to parti-

cipate in the Atlantic Challenge Program. 

Yours truly, 

6'c fri LC 

B.M. Dick, 
Senior Notification Clerk, 
National Parole Board 

c.c. Director - Springhill Inst. 
N.P.S. - Truro, N.S. 
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Solicitor General Solliciteur general 
Canada Canada 

Parole Liberation conditionnelle 

CUMULATIVE SUMMARY - SYNTHESE DU CAS 

LIFERS PROJECT REPORT  

File FPS 410491A 
Dossier: 

Name/Nom: MARSHALL, Donald John Jr. InstitutIon: Springhill Medium 

On July 11, 1978, the writer, along with Marshall's L.U.D.O., Kim Thompson, 
and his Range Officer, Chuck S,onehouse, interviewed Marshall. The pur-
pose of this interview was to go over with Marshall the results of the 
community assessment, to discuss with him the upcoming Atlantic Challenge 
Program, and to discuss where we will go from here In terms of managing 
the case. 

Marshall was asked to speculate what he expected the community assessment 
would say and, in fact, himself drew a fairly accurate picture of the 
community situation. Marshall agreed with the writer that any release 
plannedfOr him in the future must be away from the Cape Breton area. 

In response to a question from the writer, Marshall agreed that he had 
been a troublemaker in the community of Sydney althoush he had not pre-
sented many problems on the Reserve itself. However, Marshall pointed out 
that he was only one of a group of troublemakers. He describes himself 
and his associates at the time as a group of dropouts who were going no-
where and were frustrated. 

As could be expected, the issue of Mzrshall's guilt or innocence was 
again raised. Marshall was informed ty the writer and by Institutional 
staff that, from our point of view, whether or not he actually committed 
the offence was no longer important. What was important, was the fact 
that the picure presented of him in the community assessment as well as 
his behaviour in the Institution earlier this spring, had led us to the 
conclusion that Marshall was the sort of _individual who could have 
commttted a murfe. SOMawat turprisfngly, Marshall agreed that this 
was the case. Feelings were expressed by staff that Marshall, in fact, 
was still the same sort of person and Marshall, himself, did not contra-
dict this impression although he did not explicitly agree either. 

The Atlantic Challenge Program, which Marshall has been approved for, 
was discussed with him at some length. It was pointed out to Marshall 
that, although there is a good deal of fun involved, there is also a 
good deal of hard work in battling nature and the elements. It was 
rointed out to Marshall that some of his pent up feelings of anger, 
hostility, and bitterness may well come to the surface when he is in that 
sort of setting. The fact that other individuals on the boat wouldbe 
relying on him was stressed to Marshall and various methods of handling 
his negative feelings were discussed with him. It was also pointed out 
to Marshall that he should not regard this day parole to take part in 
Atlantic Challenge as part of a continual release prugram for him. 

In view of the feelings of the writer and of Institutional personnel 
that Marshall is still the same sort of indivilual who could commit 
murder or another violent offence, considerable discussion centered 
what Marshall would have to do in order to change this situacion. 
Marshall was informed that not only would he have to change his 
behaviour, but that he would also have to change his personality, his 
attitudes, and his responses to situations and people. As an example, 
it was pointed out to Marshall that not only would he have to not 
express the bitterness and hatred that he has inside himself but that 
he would also have to get rid of these feelings completely. It was 
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MARSHALL, Donald Johil Jr. 1 1 5 Page 2. 
Lifers Project Report 

pointed out to Marshall that we realized that we were asking a great deal 
of him and were requesting him to work on a lot but that this was the only 
way for him to work himself out on to T.A.'s, day parole, and eventually 
on to parole. It was stressed that none of these releases were foreseen 
as being in the immediate future for him. 

At the same time, Marshall was also informed that we recognized the efforts 
he has been making in recent months in terms of strictly following the plan 
drawn up for him by institutional personnel. It was in fact, in large part 
because of these .positive efforts on his part, that Marshall was recommended 
for Atlantic Challenge. 

Unlike previous interviews, Marshall did not appear to become unduly 
frustrated or angry. Although it is not felt, by the writer at least, that 
Marshall totally grasped what we were saying, it is felt that the import 
of our words will come to him when he reflects on the interview. Marshall 
was also informed that, in the future, we will be haying other sessions 
with him similar to this one. 

Marshall appeared, on the whole, to be satisfied with the results of this 
most recent interview. 

D ahann McConkey, 
DMcC/gb A/Assistant District Director. 

c.c. N.P.B., Moncton 
Springhill Institution. 
N.P.S., Truro. 

Dictated: July 18, 1978 
Typed: July 20, 1978. 
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CONDITION; 014ARDLE 

CONDITIONS DE LA LIBERA ION CONDITiONNELLE 

The parolee shall abide by the conditions of ,his parole and all 
instructions which may be even by his supervisor from time 
to time: 
Le fiber., conditionnel dolt se conformer aux conditions de sa 
liberation an routes les directives qua peut lui donner J Pac- 
car:ion son surveillant: 
and shall abide by this specie condition. 
Cr dolt se conformer I carte condition special,: 

1 understand that if I do not return to the in-
stitution at the required time, or if I escape, 
my day parole may be terminated or suspen- 
ded- yoked ni may be charg y bein 

re.
g 

/9  

At 
A 

1 1 6 
, DO: 13/09/53 
( 

Day PAROLE CERTIFICATE 5 p NATIONAL PAROLE BOARD 
CERTIFICAT DE LIBERATION CXNAMISSiON RIATIONALE DES 

C°N1(6 4 1 
LIBERATIONS is 1 14§ 1X 

. 
6 PPS.SED ....c... Doe  FONIll ThyVy*SIS 

Parole Act - 104 Sur la libiration conditionnell• 4 Wirt sr.; 
This is to certify that Malkil C. POOrtel 1 d -John Jr. 
Le present certificat attest, qu 1 . 
who was serving  a term of imprisonment in • Springhill 
qui purgeait une sentence d'emprisctitnement'J day  . 
Institution A as granted • 

parole June 26, 1978'a ate
i
accordee une liberation 

. , 
• conditionnelle _ 

provided parole i• not suspended revoked or terminated. g ' I condition qua certa liberation c ditionnelle ne salt pas susprindue. 
it will expire on August 18e 1978 

. ,„ . 
rivoquee ou orminie, elle pren 171e le ' - - •- * 

July 31, 1978  
Signature-ParoleelLiberi Issued on - Dilivri le 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Pursuant to the conditions of your parole you must obey these instructions. Failure to do so may result in su 
revocation of parole. 
En conformiti avec les conditions de votre liberation, ces instructions doivent etre suivies. Tout manquement petit amener 
suspension et la revocation du certificat. 
You must proceed directly to 
Vous clever vous rendre directement 
and report to your Parole Supervisor 
et vous rapporter a votre surveillant 

2006 Gottingen St., Halifax, N.S. - Phone 426-7050 

John Unroe, Parole Officer, National Parole  Service,  
Atlantic Challenge Program 

District Director:  
ItItilitliXouutamobsigewurd V. B. MacDonald John Unroe Parole Supervisor — Surveillant 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT — RECONNAISSANCE 
I understand that the parole certificate is the property of the National Parole Board and must be delivered on demand of the 
National Parole Board or of my supervisor. I also understand that I am still serving my term of imprisonment and that parole hss 
been granted to allow me to resume my activities as a citizen at large in the community under supervision. 

t.fully understand and accept all the conditions (including the conditions printed overleaf), regulations and restrictions 
governing my release on parole. I will abide by and conform to them strictly. I also understand that if I violate theM I may be 
recommitted. 

Jo comprends quo le certificat de liberation conditionnelle appartient I la Commission naiipmee des Ifberations 
conditionnelles at dolt It,. retourne sur demand. de la Commission nationale des liberations cogditiOnT4.11es gi de rior 
surveillant. Jo comprends aussi qua je continue de purger ma sentence mais quo je suis liber6 conditionnellement at sax 
surveillance at in de me permettre de pours uivre dens la socidti mes activitifs de citoyen. 

J. comprends parfaitement et jaccepte toutes Ies conditions (y compris les conditions imprimies au verso), les regles or les 
restrictions lauxquelles est assujettie me lib4ration conditionnelle. Jo m'y conformerai completement. Jo comprends egalemeni 
(vie si je ne les respect. pas, je puis tire rdincercefre. 

Certificate Dated ReNesed on — Date 
Coate du certificat 

Y,/ra/L41A," //1 7  
Paroled Inmate - Libéré 

July 31, 1978 

9t61013 1 19-74) 

August 8, 1978. 
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DOB: 13/09/53 

,DAY 
CONDITIONS Of/PNOLE 

CONDITIONS OE LA LIBillIATION CONOITIONNELLE 

The parolee shall abide by the coodit.ons of his 061010 arid Oil 

t.rtsrru ciions which may be given by his supervisor Iron, time o time:  
C\ILa i.bJ,I co

i
ndltionnel dolt sit con!onner •us conditions de se 

larIfi7 e s directives clue petit lui dormer 
coracc•sion son surt°471teniet• 
____gard 'hap abid• by this special common! 
c—let doit s• con/caller I cette condition specie,: 

Day P4NOLE CERT;FICATE 
CEPITIFICAT DE LI(IfilATION 

CONOITIONNELLE 
FPS-Sf0.. 410491A CONDITIONNELS 

Parole Act — Loi stir Is liberation coriDgannalle de ditenue 
This is to certify that 1116M•P-tonald Jr. 
Le present certificat atteste qua • 
who was serving a term of imprisonment in spRocalu. 
qui purgeait une sentence cremprisohnemerdh • 

/NSTITUTION we's grantid now  

pteinba r
re a ordee 07re 'liberation 

parole effective on Se 
om , 

1979 
Provided parole is not suspende revoked or terminated. 
A condition que cette hbaration conditionnelle nesoit pas suspendUe. • 

:it will expire on Sjipqab 

ri g iarrarr-.Greffiw 

• NATIONAL PAROLE BOARD 
' cOmiatssioN NATIONALE DES 

LIBERATIONS 

C . 13/09/53 

conditionnelle encant le 

Vevoquee termin e, e pr e 

Sept. 11, 1979  
issued on —Dilitera 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Pursuant to the conditions of your parole you must obey these instructions. Failure to do so may result in suspension and 
revocation of parole. 
En conformite avec les conditions de votre liberation, ces instructions doivent etre suivies. Tout manquement peut amener la 
suspension et la revocation du certificat. 
YOU must proceed directly to 
Vous devez vous rendre directement 
and report to your Parole Supervisor 
at vous rapporter A votre surveillan! 
At 
A  

.41.AnTc  cHALLENGE PROGRAM 

Steve Carey, A.D.D., The Correctional Service of Canada 

2006 Gottingen Street, Halifax, N.S. 
TELEPHONE: 426-7050 

DISTRICT DIRLCTOR: V. B. MecDONALD 
Director — Directeur Parole Supervisor — Surveillant Steve Carew 

I understand that the 
National Parole Board 
been granted to allow 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT — RECONNAISSANCE 
parole certificate is the property of the National Parole Board and must be delivered on demand of the 
or of my supervisor. I also understand that I an still serving my term of imprisonment and that parole has 
me to resume my activities as a citizen at large in the community under supervision. 

I fully understand and accept all the conditions (including the conditions printed overleaf), regulations and restrictions 
governing my release on parole. I will abide by and conform to them strictly. I also understand that if I violate them I may be 
reconwnitted. 

DISTii#ICT OXist la amiss: 
nate des liberations condit 
is queS(Psukg RIO; condi 1 
de citoyen. 

crlRitonjs13911111.00e 
Az 

le des liberation: 
nelles on de mot 

'onnellen-,ent at sou. 

Je comprends que le certificat de liberation conditionnelle appartie 
conditionnelles at dolt etre retourne sur demande de la Commission nati 
surveillant. Je comprends aussi que je continue de purger ma sentence 
surveillance af in de me permettre de pours uivre dans la societi mes activito 

Je comprends parfaitement et jaccepte toutes les conditions (y compris le 
restrictions auxquelles est assujettie ma liberation conditionnelle. Je m'Ac 
que si je ne les respecte pas, je puis etre reincarcere. 

ol, les rdgles at le: 
omprends dgalemen 

Certificate Dated 
Dere di,cortificat 

Sentelber 11. 1979 

NP8 1 110-781 
/ifk 

Released on — Date !WM 

Septeaber 15, 1979 

Paroled Inmste — LIbtird 

D73hbl  
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DOB: 13SEP53 

TO ABIDE BY RULES AND RE114LAIONS 
CONDITIONS OF PAROLE day 

CONDITIONS OE LA USERAIION CONDI IONITE LE 
OF CSRLTON CENTRE 

The parolee described in this ceruticate shall abide by the terms and all 
instructions which may be (men by his supervisor; 
Le hibdre conchnonnel &bent dense* ceilificitt don se conformer sus formes 

1141. conditions de se kbItanon It a founts les directives quit pout fin 
4:Zit donner a roccesion son surveillant: 
IND and shall abed* by this special condition: 
(Da dame se conformer I cone condition wive* 

0, I undei stand that it I do not return to the 
illstthition at the required time, or if I 
escape, my (Jay pdrO'e may be terminated, or 
suspended Irevill• ea. and I may be charged 
with beicig unlawfully at large. 

Dahl 732-H77-4-;-L 

NATIONAL PAIIICKE BOARD 
COMMISSION NATIONALE DES 

LIBERATIONS 
CONDITIONNELLES 

" DOB:13SEP53 
Peroia Act — Lot our Ialiberation conditloonelle de deterius 

This is to certify that 
S.P.C. 1%70 o. P-2 

Donald 
NARSH:10tche ster 

Le present certilicet attests qua 
who was serving a term of imprisonment in 
qui purgeeit one sentence dernprisonnement e 

Penitentiary was grante
n
d 

obtenu ue fightTorr 
parole effective on 29HAR82 
conditionnelle cornmencent le 
Provided parole is not suspended, revoked or terminated. 

.A condition que cette libhretionconditionnellene soit pas suspendus. 
cit will expire on 29arys 

refvoquee ou terminie, elle pre 

Issued o--.2-614 / Secretary to the rd 
SectIfsire dit le Commissnasi 

PAROLE CERTIFICATE 
CERTIFICAT DE LieilieriOn 

CO N DI TIONN EL LE 
FPs-sED 410491A 

in le 

INSTRUCTIONS 
Pursuant to tie conditions of your parole you must obey these instructions. Failure to do 16 may result in suspension and 
revocation of parole. 
En confcrmite avec les conditions de votre liberation, ces instructions doivent etre suivies. Tout manquement peut amener Is 
suspension et la revocation du certificat. 
You must proceed directly to 
Vow devez vous rendre direct ement 

el//ant tewart,..A/Superintendentl.Carlton.Centre.,  " e   

t Halifax?  . N. S.. . .Tel .8541-2601. . (3311..125)  

of my parole/mandatory supervision identification card 
I am responsible for carrying this card with me at all 

g it to any peace officer on request. 

Carlton. .Centre.,. Hall fa.x.?  

Stewart 
Director — Directeur sitrinuantipane PerOie Supervisor — Surveitallt Garth Wagner  

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT — RECONNAISSANCE 
I understand that the parole certificate is the property of the National Parole Board and must be delivered on demand of the 
National Parole Board or of my supervisor. I also understand that I arn still serving my term of imprisonment and that parole has 
been granted to allow me to resume my activities as a citizen at large in the community wider supervision. 

I fully understand and accept all the conditions (including the conditions printed overleaf), regulations and restrictions 
governing my release on parole. I will abide by and conform to them strictly. I also understand that if I violate them I may be 
recommitted. 

Je comprends que le certificat de liberation conditionnelle appartient a la Commission nationals des liberations 
conditionnelles et dolt etre retotone sur demands de la Commission nationals des liberations conditionnelles ou de mon 
surveillant. Je comprends aussi que je continue de purer me sentence mais que je suis liberi conditionnellement et sow 
surveillance alin de me permettTe de poursuivro dans la societi mes activitefs de citoyen. 

Je comprends parfaitement et jaccepte routes les conditions (y compris les conditions imprimefes au verso), les Moles st/es 
restrictions auxquelles est assujettie ma liberation conditionnelle. Je m'y conformerai completement. Je comprends igalement 
qua Si je ne les respects pas, je puis etre reincarcire. 

Certificate Dated 
Des do certificat 

_MENWJA1 
NPB, Dor.,MCI, 

Nie4110 

Released on — Date lumina 

/  
Carlton Centre, Flimsy 

Paroled Inman* — Libdt 

tnest -7Winoin 
I . 
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Paroled Inmate — Llberi Certificate Dated 
. Dee du certificate 

Retested on — Data Ilbeni 

  

NPB 1(7-811 

July 27, 
cc - NPB-12111;:on, HCIS, HPD 

111./ 

July 27, 1982 

1 1 9 _ A./11 

DOB: 13SEPT53 

NATIONAL PAROLE WARD 
COmatiSsiON NATIONALE DES 

LIRERATIONS 

1evoked, and I may be charged Provided parole is not suspended, revoked or terminated, 

4=ii donnirr a foccasion son surveillant institution at t i hewho was serving a term of imprisonment n 

co m
e

an' so conlormesafena.
I

condation specialty required . 
.3 CD end shall abide by this special condition: qui purgesit une sen:ence d'emprisonnementi 

with being unlawfully at large. 
REPO G: TUESDAYS AND WEDS. 

instructions which may be given by Ns supervisor; to &A- 
Le tieSra conditionnoldIcrit dense* sertdrcat doit se conlormer aux terrnes This is to certify that i41geg12! 1  bOMIAD 

. 

ef bus conditions di $a libitatocon a i WOW is chrearves quo pout An Le present terrific's! ettesie due Car1tonl.  

y be terminated or suspended, - parole effective on 
I or 3. ercape, my day parolSentre   

vase • 

/ conditionnelle 

t* it will expire on A I • A,  
A condition due cett. n‘liqpir suspendue. 

rentrouleiminteoftpre le 

Perot' Act — Loi sur Is itsgration conditionnell• de ditenus 

July I flbsenl,egberation 
_ _ was granted pay 1 

4 commence,,( le 

• 

(5&2) C0NDIT1ONS OF PAROLE (DAY) (DAY) PAROLE CERTIFICATE 
CEPITIFICAT DE LIS1RAT1ON 

CONDITIONS DE
t
r
u

Li
i

efRATiON • 
I understand 

CONDiTiONNELLE 

t if.I do
CONDIT1ONNELLE  

not return ° FPS-SE'D.. 410491A ..-- fai'V"Inff.T53 
The parolee described in this certificate shall ebide by the terms arid all 

INSTRUCTIONS 

JOHN A. STEWART, SUPERINTENDENT, CARLTON CENTRE 

Issuad on — Deb‘r•  Socretary to the B4itd 
Socitkarte de la Convrtastron 

(II  Pursuant to the conditions of your parole you must obey these instructions. Failure to do may result in suspension and 
revocation of parole. 
En conformite avec les conditions de votre liberation, ces instructions doivent etre suivies. Tout manquernent pout amener la 
suspension et la revocation du certilicat. 

You must proceed directly to CARLTON CENTRE, HALIFAX N. S. 
Vous devez vous rendre directement a 
rnd report to your Parole Supervisor 
et vous rapporter a votre surveillant 
At 5853 College Street, Halifax N.S. TELEPHONE: 426-2601 
A 

SUPERINTENDE 4n A. Stewart 4OHN T. HATCHER 

til=grf Parole Supervisor — Surveitant 

  

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT — RECONNAISSANCE 
I understand that the parole certificate is the property of the National Parole Board and must be delivered on demand of the 
National Parole Board or of my supervisor. I also understand that I an still serving my term of imprisonment and that parole has 
been granted to allow me to resume my activities as a citizen at large in the community under supervision. 

I fully understand and accept all the conditions (including the conditions printed overleaf), regulations and restrictions 
governing my release on parole. I will abide by and conform to them strictly. I also understand that if I violate them I any be 
recommitted. 

Jo comprends quo le certilicat de liberation conditionnelle appartient a la Commission national. des liberations 
conditionnelles et dolt etre retourne sur demande de la Commission nationale des liberations conditionnelles on de mon 
surveillant. Je comprends aussi quo je continue de purger ma sentence mais quo je suis liberi conditionnellement et sC04.14 

surveillance afin de me permettre de pours uivre dens la societi mes activites de citoyen. 

Jo comprends parlaitement et faccepte toutes les conditions (y compris les conditions imprimees au verso), les regles et les 
restrictions auxquelles est assujettie ma liberation conditionnelle. Je m'y conformarai completement. Jo comprends efgeleffent 
quo si je ne les respecte pas, je puis etre reincarcere. 
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')FOR  THOSE INMATES TO WHOM SECTION! 1.W) OF THE PAROLE  ACT APPLIES 

Casic Identifying Data t Eligibility Status: 

Name: MARSHALL, Donald John Jr. 

Date of Birth: Sentember 13, 1953 

Institution: Springill Medium 

Date of Arrest: June 4, 1971 

Offence: Non-carital Murder 

Sentence: Life Imprisonment 

Date of Eligibility for: 

Temporary Absence: June 21, 1n75 

Day Parole June A, 197C 

Full Parole June 4, 1T11. 

Legal Events Ending with Incarceration: 

On November 5, 1971, following a trial by judge and jury in Sydney, Nova 
Scotia, Donald Marshall Jr. was convicted of non-capital murder for the 
killing by stabbing of Sanford Seale, a 17-year-old Negro individual. 
Marshall was sentenced by Judge L. Dubinsky of the Nova Scotia Supreme 
Court to the mandatory sentence of life imprisonment. An appeal against 
the conviction was subsequently dismissed. There were no accomplices in 
the crime. 

Antecedent & Precipitating Circumstances:  

Donald Marshall Jr. was born on September 11, 1(151, in Sydney, Nova Scotia, 
the third eldest of twelve children born to Donald and Rita Marshall. The 
father, Donald Marshall, is the Honorary Chief of the Mic Mac Tribe in 
Nova Scotia and has been employed as a plasterer for most of his adult life. 
The mother, Rita Marshall, has generally been employed outside the home 
doing maintenance work. Marshall describes his childhood as an average one 
although noting that he was generally brought up by babysitters. He began 
school at the age of six and for the first two years Attended school on 
the Indian Reserve. However, from grade three on, Marshall attended a 
school in town where the majority of the other students were Caucasians. 
From this time on he began to have trouble in school and this eventually 
culminated in his being expelled in grade seven after having assaulted his 
teacher. During the period between his leaving school and his present 
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incarceration, Marshall held a variety of short term jobs in the labour field 
but was generally employed as a plasterer's helper with his father. 

Marshall describes himself as a child as a shy, sneaky, organizer type who 
enjoyed getting into pranks such as petty theft and smashing things. He 
also notes that he was kicked out of Air Cadets at the age of thirteen for 
stealing. Marshall further admits to a juvenile criminal record for assault. 
Marshall's involvement in. criminal activity continued after his turning six-
teen and included theft, supplying liquor to a minor, robbery with violence, 
and a number of charges for fighting or creating a disturbance. 

On May 28, 1971, there had been a dance at a local hall which both Marshall 
and the victim, Sandy Seale, had attended. Marshall and Seale were well 
known to each other and had played hockey together in the past. According 
to evidence presented, Marshall and Seale left the dente together and became 
involved in an argument while walking down the street. Durinn the course of 
this argument, Marshall apparently removed a knife from his pocket and 
plunged it into the stomach of Seale. Seale was alive when taken to the 
hospital but died the following afternoon. Marshall was arrested approx-
imately a week later. 

It should be noted that, with one exception, Marshall has consistently denied 
that he is guilty of the offence. Hepaintains that he was nresent at the 
scene but that the offence was committed by an unknown assailant. marshall 
states that his only part in the incident was to attempt to get medical help 
for the victim. Marshall also states that he himself was stabbed in the arm. 

"iarshall was admitted to Dorchester Penitentiary on June 2, 1972. He was 
nineteen years of age at the time. 

Profile of Presenting Problems uron Admission to Custody:  

The Classification Reception Report described Marshall as a cooperative young 
Indian lad who was defensive during interviews and showed some signs of 
hostility when describing the offence. It was suggested that Marshall be 
retained in maximum security institution until such time as he was prepared 
to accept his lengthy sentence or until all appeals had been exhausted. 

Initial psychological testing zompleted by J. G. Leger noted that Marshall 
had an average I.Q. and revealed him to he an egocentric, non-emrathic, 
antisocial type of individual who showed signs of aggressivity and hostility 
along with a high level of frustration. It was further felt that he was 
suspicious, irritable, impatient,and tended to blame others for his present 
difficulties. It was recommended that Marshall should remain in Dorchester 
Penitentiary and should become involved in individual counselling. 
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Discernible Phases or Trends in Inmate's Behaviour t Attitude:  

Admitted to Dorchester Penitentiary in June, 1972, Marshall remained there 
for close to two and a half years. He was known as a good inmate who got 
along well with the other inmates and received average work assessments from 
his placement as a cleaner in the kitchen and subsequently while urgrading 
his education to the grade ten level. At no time, did Marshall present any 
difficulties of a behavioural nature and consequently, in November, 1974, 
he was transferred to Springhill Institution. 

For the first two and a half years of his period in Springhill Institution, 
Marshall's performance continued to be as positive as it had been in 
Dorchester. He was variously employed asa cleaner, in maintenance plumb-
ing, as the unit canteen operator, and in vocational plumhing, and con-
sistently received above average work assessments. In addition, Marshall 
continued to be a most cooperative inmate who incurred no offence reports. 
During his leisure time, Marshall was involved with the Native Brotherhood 
Organization, the institutional sports program, and with the Inmate Committee. 
The chief problem area see,: was marshall's continued protestations of 
innocence. 

Psychological testinn completed shortly after Marshall's arrival in Springhill 
in November, 1974 and repeated in Aeril, 1975 was invalid hut suggested the 
possibility that Marshall had serious personality problems. This testing, 
completed by G. J. Cyr, revealed Marshall to he an immature individual lack-
ing adequate control over his impulses and who under conditions cf stress, 
could act out in a hostile manner. It was felt that he showed features 
typical of a character disorder hut also revealed some obcessive-compulsive 
features indicating that he could easily become tense ard anxious in 
specific conflict situations. The Institutional psychiatrist, Dr. Ryan, 
saw Marshall in May of 1975 at which time medication to assist Marshall in 
sleeping was provided. Dr. Ryan noted that Marshall appearel to have a lot 
of ohcessive thoughts. A psychiatric case conference was held vith Dr. Ryan 
in August, 1975 and revealed Marshall to be very defensive, somewhat 
isolated, somewhat obcessive-coneulsive in his pattern, and possibly suffer-
ing from a personality disorder. Dr. Ryan recommended that his Range 
Officer try to establish a relationship with Marshall in order to get him 
to work through some of frustrations and rages and look at his own 
feelings. At the same time, Dr. Ryan expressed the opinion that Marshall 
did not represent too great a risk for escorted T.L.A.'s. 

Marshall first arplied for escorted T.L.A.'s in October, 1975 and between 
the period January, 197C,  and June, 1077 received four or five such passes. 
A subsequent case conference with Dr. Ryan held in November, 107F indicated 
that there had been no significant charges in Marshall's behaviour or 
assessment in the previous year. 
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Parole Officer Diahann McConkey in a report dated November 1", 177, recommend-
ing to the Parcle Board that Marshall be approved for escorted T.A.'s noted 
that, although Marshall's behaviour and Progress in the Institution were 
certainly positive, he could represent a security ris!: in terms of his 
irsistance that he is innocent, feeling that he can't do much more time, 
and ambivalence about being released on T.L.A.'s. 

The period July, 1077 until March, 197R was a fairly unsettled one for 
Marshall. He appeared tc have been backed into a corner whereby he was 
still unwilling to admit guilt for the offence but was beginning to realize 
thelt if he did not do so he would be unlikely to obtain the release 
privileges accorded to other individuals. Tension and pressure appeared 
to mount steadily in Marshall and as a result he was termed a security risk 
by the institutional director and his T.A. program was curtailed. This 
action, although necessary, only served to increase Marshall's tension and 
frustration and several fiery exchanges occurred between him and his case-
workers at the Institution and between hir and his Parole Officer. In 
January, 1979, Marshall began to incur offence reports in the Institution. 
Initially, these were fairly minor and involved Marshall being in another 
unit without permission. However, the deterioration in Marshall's behaviour 
eventually culminated in him being placed in dissociation in Marth, 1978 
atter having assaulted another inmate. In view of his mounting tension, 
marshall had seen Dr. Ryan in February, 197R. Dr. Ryan, in his report, 
expressed the opinion that Marshall was an extremely anxious, tense young 
man who was in a particularly difficult situation and was having difficulty 
ir coping with this. Marshall was provided with some medication to helr 
with his anxiety and loss of sleep. 

After the incident resultinn in Marshall's placement in dissociation, his 
caseworker, Kim Thompson, sat down with Marshall and drew up a new 
irstitutional plan which Marshall agreed to fellow. tinder this plan, 
Marshall was to receive favourable wcrk rerorts, to avoid incurring any 
further offence reports, to continue his participation in the institutional 
sports program but to use restraint, to improve his attitude in the units, 
and to totally dissociate himself from any muscling activities. Since his v 
release from dissociation in April, 197R Marshall has stuck to this plan 
faithfully. 

Parole Officer, DiahAnn McConkey, in a Part IV dated June 1, 1c41R recommended 
narshall for day parole to participate in the Atlantic Challenge Program. 
Ms. McConkey expressed the opinion that, although Marshall was a high risk 
case, participation in Atlantic Challenge would reinforce the positive 
efforts Marshall had made in the Previous two months, help him to helieve 
that there was some Possibility for eventual release in his case, and allow 
him the opportunity to work out some of his anger and frustration in a 
struggle against the elererts. The Parole Board members who considered his 
case were not unanimous in their opinion. However, Marshall was subsequently 
granted the day parole and participated in the Atlantic Challenge Program 
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from August C tc 1P, 107n. As hest as can he determined, "arshall cause-,  no 

problems during his day parole. 

In the summer of 1978, the Parole Service and institutional personnel again 
sat down with Marshall in an attempt to dcaw up long range plans for and 
with him. It was stressed to Marshall that, although it was not necessary 
that he admit to the crime, it was necessary that he recognize that there 
were and still are certain elements in his personality end attitudes that 
make him capable of committing murder and that these must charge if he 
hopes to eventually be released. 

At the present time, Marshall is once again doing very well in the Institution 
and faithfully following his revised plan. At the same time, he is presently 
in the process of develoning a T.A. plan that will include unescorted T.L.A.'s. 
It is anticipated that this plan will be presented to the Parole Board early 
in 1979. 

DMcC/gb 

c.c. N.P.B., Moncton 
Springhill Inst. 
File 

Diahann mcCorkey, 
Parole Officer. 

Anne Ma le McDonald, 
Assistant District Director. 

Dictated: Nov. 15/78 
Typed: Nov. 16/78 
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RECOMMENDATION  

I recommend Day Parole Granted to participate in the Atlantic Challenge 
Winter Survival Program. 

BASIC DATA REVIEW  

The Parole Board first reviewed Marshall's case in June, 1977 at which point 
they indicated that they had no objection to Marshall's participation in 
an escorted T.A. program. 

On June 14, 1978, Marshall appeared before the Parole Board in regards to 
his application for day parole to participate in Atlantic Challenge and 
subsequently received a decision of Day Parole Granted (A78-01108.) At 
that point, the Board specified that Marshall was to participate in an 
Atlantic Challenge Program away from the Cape Breton area. Marshall sub-
sequently participated in the Atlantic Challenge from August 8 to 18, 1978 
and the writer was informed in a recent discussion with Lin Jensen that 
there were no problems with Marshall on that program. 

APPRAISAL  

Donald Marshall is a 25-year-old Native inmate presently serving a life 
sentence. He was eligible for day parole on June 4, 1978 and will be 
eligible for full parole on June 4, 1S81. Marshall's life sentence rep-
resents his only signifkant period of incarceration. However, he does 
have a previous record having been convicted of assault as a juvenile and 
of theft under and supplying liquor to a minor at the age of sixteen. 

Since Marshall's appearance before the Parole Board in June, 1978, he has 
continued the positive performance and behaviour he had begun following 
his release from dissociation in April, 1978. At this point, Marshall 
has recently completed the vocational plumbing trade where he was 
described as a quiet and good worker. According to Marshall, he passed 
two of the examinations but will have to write the third one, dealing 
with math, again in about six months time. At the present time, Marshall 
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is working in plumbing maintenance. He has incurred no further offence 
reports since his release from dissociation last spring. In addition, 
Marshall has again renewed his involvement with the Native Brotherhood 
organization and has once again been approved by the institutional director 
for escorted T.A.'s. 

Institutional and Parole Service thinking in this case had been geared 
towards participation in the winter survival program for Marshall. Were 
it not for the fact that this program is to take place in Cape Breton 
Highlands National Park and the Parole Board have previously indicated 
that they did not wish Marshall to participate in an Atlantic Challenge 
Program in Cape Breton, the writer would have no hesitation whatsoever 
in recommending Marshall for this program. 

On December 14, 1978, the writer interviewed Marshall in regards to the up-
coming winter survival program. Much of the writer's discussion with 
Marshall centered around the fact that this program-was to take place in 
the Cape Breton area and the Parole Board's previously expressed feelings 
in this regard. In response to a question from the writer, Marshall 
expressed the opinion that the Board's position in his case was probably 
because they were afraid that if he were released to the Cape Breton area 
he would try to go to Sydney and stir up his case again. Marshall states, 
unequivocally, however, that he would not do this as it would do him much 
more harm than good. In elaboration, Marshall expressed the opinion that 
he feels that he is now definitely beginning to make progress in terms of 
hopefully acquiring an eventual release from the Institution and that 
were he to pull a stunt such as going to Sydney, he would undo all of the 
progress he has made. Marshall also noted that even if he were to go to 
Sydney, there would be nothing he could do regarding his case in any case. 

The writer also discussed this specific area with Lin Jensen, the Co-
ordinatory forte Atlantic Challenge Program, who indicated that he had 
no problems whatsoever with Marshall on the previous Atlantic Challenge 
expedition and had no hesitation in taking him along on the proposed 
program to the Cape Breton National Highlands Park. 

At this point, it is the writer's feeling that Marshall should be positively 
considered for this winter survival program despite the fact that the pro-
gram is to take place in the Cape Breton area. Marshall's situation would 
appear to be much more positive at the present time than it was at the time 
of the Board's previous review in June, 1978. Whereas, at that time, 
Marshall's positive progress in the IrvAitution and improved behaviour 
had only been of two months duration, at this time, Marshall now has eight 
months of mol4Aive progress behind him. In addition, Marshall has now - 
been released on an Atlantic Challenge Program and has by all appearances 
performed quite acceptably. Furthermore, Marshall±s outlook now appears 
to be much more positive in that he can see that he is making progress and 
can see some hope for possible eventual release. Consequently, the risk 
of releasing him to the Cape Breton area would appear to have been diminished. 
For these reasons, then, a positive recommendation is being submitted. 

e•-"" 
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Distribution:  
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P.O. Box 1370, 
Moncton, N.B. 
EIC 8T6 
February 12, 1979 

Inst. No. 1997 
FPS 410491A 

Mr. Donald Marshall, 
Springhill Institution, 
P.O. Box 2140, 
Springhill, N.S. 

Dear Sir: 

This is to inform you that the National Parole Board has 

carefully reviewed your case and the decision is Parole 
granted for Atlantic Challenge Project. 

Yours truly, 

E. Williams 
Regional Secretary 
National Parole Boerd 

c.c. Director - Springhill Inst. 
c.c.s. - Truro, N.S. 

/s1 
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P.O. Box 1370, 
Moncton, N.B. 
EIC 8T6 
February 15, 1979 

Mr. J.C. MacDonald, 
39 Centre Street, 
Chatham, N.B. 
EIN 1K5 

Dear Mr. MacDonald: 

Re:Marshall, Donald John, Springhill Institution  

Following your review of above mentioned case, the file was 
forwarded to Ottawa for the additional votes required. 

The final decision is Day Parole Granted for Atlantic Challenge 
Program. 

Yours truly, 

, , 

A.M. Kowalchuk, 
Correspondence and 
Information Officer, 
National Parole Board 

AMK/sl 
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P.O. Box 1370, 
Moncton, N.B. 
EIC 8T6 
February 15, 1979 

Mr. E.W. Larracey, 
3 Madison Ave., 
Moncton, N.B. 

Dear Mr. Larracey: 

Re: Marshall, Donald John, Sprirghill Institution  

Following your review of above mentioned case, the file was 
forwarded to Ottawa for the additional votes required. 

The final decision is Day Parole Granted for Atlantic Challenge 
Program. 

Yours truly, . 

A.M. Kowalchuk, 
Correspondence and 
Information Officer, 
National Parole Board 

AMK/sl 
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P.O. Box 1370, 
Moncton, N.B. 
EIC 8T6 
March 7, 1979 

Mr. Donald John Marshall Jr., 
P.O. Box 2140, 
Springhill, N.S. 

Dear Mr. Marshall: 

The National Parole Board has carefully reviewed your case and the 
decision is Day Parole denied. 

The denial was rendered because you cannot participate in the 
Atlantic Challenge Program due,to injury. 

Yours truly, 

A.M. Kowalchuk, 
Correspondence and 
Information Officer, 
National Parole Board 

c.c. Director - Springhill Inst. 
CSC - Truro, N.S. 

/sl 
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NAME: MARSHALL, Donald, Jr. FS: 410491A 

(Please refer to attached cummulative sunrnary prepared for day parole hearing.) 

RELEASE PLANS: 

Subject has applied for a day parole to the Labour Pnol to work on the Springhill 
Golf. 

INSTITUTION: 

No recent report on file. P.O. states that he appears to experience considerable 
difficulty in sustaining positive behaviour and the rewards which go along with 
sane. He appears to go along quite well for awhile, and then suddenly loses 
his privileges because of unacceptable behaviour. Orig..nally approved for escorted 
T.A. 's two years ago and received several passes until he incurred very serious 
offence in the institution and T.A.'s were curtailed. In summer of 1978 he 
succeeded in establishing credibility and was once score approved for a limited group 

.T.A. program. he fall of 1978 he_mam-oduiela smoking marijuana and his T.A.'s 
were cut off. His T. . program was reinstated at the end of November 1978 
and in December he was released on an escorted T.A. to the Mic Mac Friendship 

where he appaiyntli very His T.A. 'a were once again 
curtailed and he is not presently on • T.A. program. In view of his apparent 
inability to control his behavior on a regular basis, P.O. feels that he represents 
too high a risk for a regular day parole program. 

NPS COMMENTS: 

Subject is frustrated, tense and inpulsive. He has completed plumbing course. 
There are many references to subject's claims of innocence of the offence on file. 
Apparently subject was involved in a fight in the institution, but there is no 
lnforrnati2p_on-FI1Y- (apparently he broke his hand it:Nimes therefore not allowed 
to participate in the Atlantic Challenge Program). 

According to P.O. subject should have the cast removed prior to the proposed commence 
rent of the day parole program, but he is to receive treatment for an old injury to 
his other wrist. This will possibly entail rebreaking and he will therefore be 
in a case for at least two months. These medical problems would cause him some 
definite difficulties in terms of doirr the bork required at the golf course. 

P.O. states that one of the main problems - the major problem in this case" - 
remains the fact that subject has been convicted of murder and throughout his 
close to eight years of imprisonment, he has persistently denied the offence. 

Behaviour was acceptable on Atlantic Challenge day parole during 1978. 

He appears to be in need of a gradual release such as that which would be 
available through day parole to the golf course. 

A detailed and specific case plan was drawn up with subject by institutional official 
and to a very great extent, with the exception of his periodic episodes of 
unacceptable behaviour, he has stuck to the plan precisely and has made considerable 
progress. 

Due to subject's apparent inability to control his behaviour on a long-term basis 
as evidenced by remarks in "Institution" block, P.O. is not recommending this 
day parole. Subject is aware of this recormaendation and also that the institution 
may not be recommending this day parole. 

RECOMMENDATION: DAY PAROLE DENIED (D. McConkey, P.O.) 
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REVISED PART TWO - DAY PAROLE  

Name/Nom: MARSHALL, Donald Jr. Institution: Springhill Medium 

Pam!, eligibility: June 4, 1981 
Deur creltir:)thci: 
Day Parole Eligibility Date: June 4, 1978 

xxxxxIxammxax: M.S. Date: N/A 
Sentence se tennine: 

Aggregate: Life 
Peine tuale: 

Effective date: November 5, 1971 
Sentence commemmle: 

Date of birth: September 13, 1953 Age on admission: 18 
Date de neissance: Age i 

Offence(s) & Date(s) Sentence(s):  

(1) Murder, CC 206(2) (1) Life Imprisonment 

SIGNIFICANT REPORTS ON FILE SINCE LAST BOARD APPEARANCE IN JUNE, 1978  

(1 Board Comments - June 14, 1978 
(2 Lifers Project Report - July 18, 1978 
(3 Special Submission to the Board - November 15, 1978 

Cumulative Summary, Part IV - December 29, 1978 
Board Comments - January 9, 1979 
Cumulative Summary, Part IV - February 20, 1979 

RELEASE TUNS  

Destination:  

Accommodation:  

Employment:  

Oxford, Nova Scotia 

Springhill Medium Institution 

Springhill golf course through the 
Labour Pool Project. 

INTERIM ASSESSMENT  

As a community assessment is not required, the reader is referred to the 
Cumulative Summary, Part IV and the project description. 

DMcC/gb 

c.c. N.P.B., Monctore/  
Springhill Inst. 
File. 

-- ? 
Diahann McConkey, 
Parole Officer. 

Dictated & typed: March 27, 1979 

41.• 11.11 III/12/ 
'610-2,426-111149 
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RECOMMENDATION  

I recommend Day Parole Denied. 

BASIC DATA REVIEW  

The Parole Board first reviewed Marshall's case in June, 1977, at which point 
they indicated they had no objection to Marshall's participation in an escorted 
T.A. program. 

On June 14, 1978, Marshall appeared before the Parole Board in regards to his 
application for day parole to participate in Atlantic Challenge and subsequently 
received a decision of day parole granted (A-78-01108.) Marshall subsequently 
participated in the Atlantic Challenge Program from August 8 to 18, 1978 and 
apparently completed the program successfully. 

Marshall subsequently applied for day parole to participate in the Atlantic 
Challenge Winter Project with the Native Brotherhood group. Initially the 
Board rendered a reserved decision (A-79-00023) as they required further in-
formation on the program. However, on February 7, 1979, the Board ultimately 
rendered a decision of Day Parole Granted (A-79-00230.) Marshall was scheduled 
to participate in the program from February 17 to 22, 1979. However, on 
February 12, 1979, Marshall broke his hand and as a result was unable to get 
medical clearance. Consequently, the Board subsequently rendered a decision 
of Day Parole Denied (A-79-00371.) 

APPRAISAL  

Problem Areas:  

(1) Marshall has thus far in his sentence received no unescorted T.A.'s and 
only a limited number of escorted T.A.'s. Marshall does not have an 
approved T.A. plan that was submitted to the Board. Over the past year, 
however, the institutional director has from time to time allowed 
Marshall to be released on group T.A.'s. However, at the present time, 

. . 2 
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continued . . . 

because of his unacceptable behaviour on his last escorted T.A., Marshall 
is not approved by the Institution for T.A.'s. 

In light of the fact that Marshall has received no unescorted passes and 
very few escorted ones, and is not at the present time even approved for 
escorted passes, an application for a daily return day parole would appear 
to be premature. 

Marshall appears to experience considerable difficulty in sustaining 
positive behaviour and the rewards which go along with same. As has 
been pointed out to him on a number of occasions, he appears to go along 
quite well for a while and then suddenly loses his privileges because of 
unacceptable behaviour. Marshall's escorted T.A. program is a case in 
point. He was originally approved for escorted T.A.'s two years ago and 
received several such passes until he incurred a•very serious offence 
report in the Institution and his T.A.'s were curtailed. In the summer 
of 1978 Marshall again succeeded in establishing credibility and was 
once more approved by the director for a limited group T.A. program. 
However, in the fall of 1978, Marshall was caught smoking marijuana and 
his T.A.'s were again cut off, this time for a period of two months. 
His T.A. program was reinstated at the end of November, 1978. However, 
in December, 1978, Marshall was released on an escorted T.A. to the Mic 
Mac Friendship Centre where he apparently became very intoxicated. As 
a result of this incident, Marshall's T.A.'s were once again curtailed 
and he is not presently on a T.A. program. 

In view of Marshall's apparent inability to control his behaviour on a 
sustained basis, the writer feels that he represents too high risk a 
case for a regular day parole program. 

At the present time, as a result of a fight he was involved in during a 
floor hockey game, Mar:...hall's hand is in a cast. Although it is 
anticipated that this cast will be removed prior to the proposed 
commencement of the day parole to the golf course, it is also noted 
that Marshall is scheduled to have treatment for an old injury to his 
other wrist. This will apparenity entail rebreaking the wrist and 
Marshall will be required to wear a cast for at least two months. These 
medical problems would cause Marshall some definite difficulties in terms 
of doing the work required at the golf course. 

The major problem area in this case, and perhaps the one that is responsible 
for most of the above noted problems as well, remains the fact that 
Marshall has been convicted of murder and throughout the close to eight 
years of his incarceration has persistently denied the offence. The 
writer and institutional personnel, based on Marshall's behaviour and 
attitude, have come to the conclusion that the matter of his guilt or 
innocence is no longer relevant. Rather, it is felt that Marshall is the 
type of individual who potentially could have committed the offence and 
to a certain extent could still commit a similar offence. Work with 
Marshall in the past year has been directed towards trying to assist him 
to recognize this fact and work at changing those elements of his person-
ality which are apparently at fault. 

Strengths in Plan:  

Marshall was released on a brief Atlantic Challenge day parole during the 
summer of 1978 and his behaviour was quite acceptable during that pro-
gram. 

As an individual serving a life sentence, Marshall would certainly appear 
to be in need of a gradual release such as that which would be available 
through day parole to the golf course. 



Anne Mari McDonald, 
Assistant District Director. 
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(3) After Marshall was placed in dissociation in March, 1978, a detailed and 
specific case plan was drawn up with him by institutional personnel. To 
a very great extent, with the exception of his periodic episodes of un-
acceptable behaviour, Marshall has stuck to this plan precisely and has 
made considerable progress. Thus, it would appear that he is definitely 
making positive efforts. 

SUMMARY  

In sum, Marshall presents the case of a 25-year-old individual serving a life 
senter.ce who has applied for day parole, daily return, to the golf course as 
the first step in a gradual release program. Although the writer feels that 
the proposed day parole program itself would be a good one for an individual 
such as Marshall who needs a gradual release, the writer cannot support 
Marshall for this day parole program at the present time in light of the 
limited number and types of releases Marshall has thus far had from the 
Institution and his apparent inability to control his impulsive behaviour on 
a sustained basis. Marshall is aware of the writer's recommendation in this 
case and the reasons for it. He is similarly aware that the Institution will 
also not be supporting his day, parole application. Consequently, it remains 
possible that Marshall may withdraw his application prior to the panel hearing. 

DMcC/gb 

Distribution:  

11 - N.P.B., Moncton/ 
#2 - C.S.C., Truro 
#3 - #4 - Statistics 
#5 - Springhill Inst. 
06 - Extra copy. 

9// 
Diahann McConkey, 
Parole Officer. 

Dictated & typed: March 27, 1979 
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RECOMMENDATION  

I recommend Day Parole Granted to Participate in the Atlantic Challenge 
Native Brotherhood Canoeing Expedition. 

BASIC DATA REVIEW  

The Parole Board first reviewed Marshall's case in June, 1977, at which 
point they indicated they had no objection to Marshall's participation 
in an escorted T.A. program. 

On June 14, 1978, Marshall appeared before the Parole Board in regards 
to his application for day parole to participate in Atlantic Challenge 
and subsequently received a decision of Day Parole Granted (A-78-01108.) 
Marshall subsequently participated in the Atlantic Challenge Program 
from August 8 to 18, 1978 and the writer was informed by Lynn Jensen, 
Coordinator of the program, that Marshall completed the program quite r  
successfully. 

Marshall subsequently applied for day parole to participate in the 
Atlantic Challenge Winter Project with the Native Brotherhood and re-
ceived a decision of Day Parole Granted (A-79-00230.) Marshall was 
scheduled to participate in the program from February 17 to 22, 1979 but 
on February 12, 1979, he broke his hand and as a result was unable to 
get medical clearance. Consequently,the Board subsequently rendered a 
d,cision of Day Parole Denied (A-79-00371.) 

On April 19, 1979, Marshall once again appeared before the Parole Board, 
this time in regards to an application for day parole to work at the 
golf course. At this time, the Board rendered a decision of Day Parole 
Denied (A-79-00653) and expressed the opinion that the risk involved 
was too high in light of Marshall's unstable behaviour pattern and that 
his hand injury would make the work difficult even if other factors 
were favourable. 

505 $(4 1.7111 
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APPRAISAL  

Junior Marshall is a 25-year-old Native inmate presently serving a life 
sent ence. He was eligible for day parole on June 4, 1978 and will be 
eligible for full parole on June 4, 1931. Marshall's life sentence rep-
resents his only significant period of incarceration. However, he does 
have a previous record having been convicted of assault as a juvenile 
and of theft under and supplying liquor to a minor at the age of sixteen. 

Since the writer's previous Part IV dated March 27, 1979, considerable 
changes have occurred in Marshall's situation. The most significant of 
these was his transfer from Unit 11 to Unit 10, the Therapeutic Community. 
A recent check with institutional personnel reveals that Marshall has 
been getting along very well in the more open and somewhat more con-
frontive environment of Unit 10. Danny Beaton, a range officer who had 
known Marshall in Unit 11, indicates that Marshall appears much more 
open and receptive to staff and on a numb& of occasions has initiated 
conversations. The writer too has noticed this same difference in 
Marshall. 

Despite the somewhat more open environment of Unit 10, Marshall appears 
to be able to keep his behaviour on an even keel. He has incurred no 
offence reports and is not suspected of being involved in any unaccept-
able activities. Institutional personnel are in support of Marshall's 
request to participate in Atlantic Challenge. 

The Atlantic Challenge Program itself, which will take place from August 
13 to 22, 1979, has been designed to accommodate the Native Brotherhood 
Group. Consequently, this particular expedition will be a canoeing one 
and will also involve a certain amount of portaging. To the best of this 
writer's knowledge, full details of the program itself have already been 
forwarded to the Board by C.S.C., Halifax. Marshall's case in particular 
has been discussed with John Unroe of the Halifax office who indicates 
that he has no concern whatsoever about including Marshall in this pro-
gram. As noted in one of the writer's earlier reports, Marshall is a 
regular member of the Native Brotherhood Group in Springhill Institution. 

In this writer's opinion, Marshall would appear to be a good candidate 
for this program. His participation in Atlantic Challenge last summer 
was a successful one and appeared to be of benefit to Marshall. In 
addition, Marshall does appear to have been making more of an effort 
lately to control his periodic bouts of unacceptable behaviour. In fact, 
as a result of his efforts in this regard, Marshall has again been approved 
by the Institutional Director for participation in escorted group T.A.'s. 
Finally, it should be noted that the medical problem* that prevented 
Marshall from participating in the previous Atlantic Challenge Program 
have now been cleared up. The cast has recently been removed from his arm 
and it is anticipated that within the next week or so Marshall should be 
cleared for resumption of normal work activities. 

In summary, the writer is prepared to recommend Marshall for day parole 
to Atlantic Challenge as it is felt that this program has been in the past 
and could be in the future of benefit to him and Marshall has been making 
an effort to comply with the demands made of him by the Parole Board, 
Parole Service staff and institutional authorities. 

94 rc,_ 
DMcC/gb 

Distribution:  
11 - N.P.B., Moncton 
#2 - C.S.C., Truro 
#3 - #4 - Data Collect. Super. 
f5 - Springhill Inst. 
f6 - Extra copy 

Dictated: June 29, 1979 
Typed: July 3, 1979. 

Diahann McConkey, 
Parole Officer. 

/10(^rAl 
Anne Mar McDonald, 
Assistant District Director. 
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Parole Iteration conditionnene 
Atlantic Div. Dsion de l'Atlantique 

P.O. Box 1370, 
Moncton, N.B. 
EIC 8T6 

August 8, 1979 

Inst. No. 1997 
FPS 410491A 

Mr. Donald Marhsall, 
Springhill Institution, 
P.O. Box 2140, 
Springhill, N. S. 
BOM 1X0 

Dear Sir: 

This is to inform you that the National Parole Board has 

carefully reviewed your case and the decision is Day 

Parole Granted to Atlantic Challenge. 

Yours truly, 

411 

kft/  

E. Williams 
Regional Secretary 
National Parole Board 

c.c. Director - Springhill Inst. 
C.C.S. - Truro 
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Inmates Involved: 

Inmate Nz1. Name FPS No. 

410491A 13-09-53 Life MARSHALL, Junior . 1997 

Ponce Notified 

Current Situation 

Yes Media Notified  

PREVENT1VL SLCUkITY • 
UNUSUAL OCCURRENCL RF1'OPT 

Reporting Medium, Date and Time 

Linda Walsh, RHQ Atlantic 

(Name, Position, Institution or LstaL2is!-Irer.%, 

DETAILS: 

Type of Occurrence ESCAPE FROM GROUP ESCORT 

Place, Date and Time of Occurrence  Alma, N.S., 24 Sep 79, 1500 hrs.  

Brief Description of Occurrence: 

At 1500 hrs 24 Sep 79, inmate MARSHALL absconded from a group escort when the vehicle 
stopped for gas in Alma, N.S., on the return journey to Springhill. MARSHALL and two 

other native inmates had been granted a day parole for three days to participate in 
the Atlantic Challenge Program. MARSHALL has been declared unlawfully at large. 

' 

Originator of Report 

QISTRIBUTION LIST: 
p"""APIrn Inmate File 

Security Inmate File 
Security Institution File 
Security Chronological File 
Security Analyst - Institution File 

- Subiect File 

SIF 

B. Noel - lec. Ma. 

Name, Position 

Telephone, 24 Sep 79, 1515 hrs 
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UNLAWFULLY AT LARGE & RECAPTURE PRISONNIERS ABSENTS SANS PERMISSION ET RECAPTURE'S 

CANADIAN PENITENTIARY SERVICE SERVICE cANADIEN DES PENIT.EN,CIERS 
DEPARTMENT OF THE SOLICITOR GENERAL MINISTER( DU SOLLICITEUR GENERAL 

PART I: Unlawfully at large —PARTif 1: Absent sans permission 

PART II: Recapture —PARTIE 2: Recapture 

NOTE: 1.1. tf transf•r wa rant is issued on date to. designate to which in-
Stitution and complete form Cl' 901 as prescribed. 

Distribution: 
Part 1 4 copies retained on Institutional Inmate File. 

1 Copy to CPS HO. 
I Copy to NFB HO. 

Part 2. (Completed on the 4 copies retained on Institutional in• 
la) 
COP,/ to CPS HO. 
COPY tO HP8 HO. 

1 copy 10 NPI3 District Office. 
I Copy retained on Institutional Inmate File. 

For Instructions, see Section 3 of IDRIS Instruction Manual. 

PE'l 1042 (3/74) 
1310-21-036-1301  

REMAROUES: r. 1. Si ndat de ((instatement est drnis la date inscrite 
din • case 10. veuill•z indiguer dens Quell. institution 
it remplir Is formule CP 901. comme it est eaigi. 

3. Pourplus d'instructions. consulter la sectiA  du •nuel 
crinstructions IORIS. 

2. Distribution: 

Pattie 1 r  4 copies conservits dens ledossierducletenu 
1 copi• I l'Adm. central. du SCP 
1 cope • l'adm. centr. de la Gomm. nat. lib. cond. 

Pattie 2. (Remplie sur leg 4 copies conservies dens le 
dossier du ditenu I l'institutionl 
1 copie I l'Adm. cent,. du SCP 
1 coot.1 /Adm. centr, de l• CNLC 

COPi• Cu gure•u d• di sir. de la CNLC 
1 coPie conservie dins Ia dossi•r du clitenu 

in stitution. 

c k1( o\11 
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`trt Canada Canada 1 4 5TRANSFERe 4f?RANT 

rentiaries Pendenciers 

To the Escorting Officer: 

THESE ore to authorize and command you  und e r and pursuant to the relevant statutes to require 

and take from the director of Dorchester Penitentiary New Brunswick 
(Institution)  delivery of 

PS no. I Inmate no. Surname and given NI Me 5 

410491A 1997 MARSHALL, Donald Junior 

inmate(s) now undergoing sentence in the said institution together with copy(ies) attested by the said 

Director of his/her/their sentence(s) and the dote of his/her/their conviction(s), and then with a/4 

convenient despa:ch, convey and deliver him/her/them, with such attested copy(ies) into the custody of 

the Head of  Springhill Institution 
(Receiving institution) 

Nova Scotia  
(Province) 

taking his receipt therefore: 

AND YOU ARE FURTHER COMMANDED, forthwith after the delivery of the said inmate(s) and such attested copy(ies) 

to the Head of the said institution, to return to the undersigned a receipt from the said Head 

for the said inmate(s) and such attested copy(ies). 

GIVEN under my hand as directed by the Commissioner of Penitentiaries, at Moncton  
g 

New Brunswick 22nd April 
(ct)  in the  day of  A.D. 19_ 

q104  
!Signature) 

A/Regional Manager Offender Programs 
(Title) 

(J Cs an officer directed by the Commissioner of rani tentiaries, under sub-section 13(3) of the Penitentiary Act. ON 
[J hi an officer designated by the Commissioner of Penit•ntieries, under the agreement made pursuant to the Appropriation.Act no. 4 1973 OR 

D es an officer authorised by the Conmissioner of Penitentiaries, under the Sortmment made Pursuant to Section 19(1) of the Pert Act. 

rrk ,051 

(Province 
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20. SUMMARY Of roica MESS - RECAPITULATION OU P400RkS ATTEINT - 

1997 Marshall is applying for a 3-day UTA in October 1980 to visit his parents in Sydney, N.S. 
and also to see the Union of Nova Scotia Indians to discuss his appeal which he states is stil 
pending and has been on his mind a great deal. He hopes to get the money from the union for 
this appeal. • • 

- 
Marshall has had his ups and.  downs since coming from Dorchester in 1974. He does well for 
periods of time and then has his setbacks, brought on mostly by himself through high levels 01 
frustration. He has had 15 offences, some minor and some serious. He has spent time in dis-
sociation and segregation. 

From reading his file there isn't any. TLA program set by himself.Although many plans were 
talked about nothing seemed to materialize up to this point. 

He has had approximately 35 escorted TLA's, mostly around this area for sports programs. 

He was out on day parole with Atlantic Challenge in August 1979 from which he escaped. His 
reason - -he clims If he had the chance he was going to look into his appeal. 

Marshall's work record has been satisfactory. He has completed a vocational plumbing course 
and has worked in different shops with no problems. He attends Native Brotherhood and is very 
active in the sports program. 

If a TA is granted a cormunity assessment will be needed. 

The Chief of Police in Sydney stated 
Marshall might get as he feels there 

I feel Marshall could become a high 
for funds for his appeal. He could 

In C.A. dated June 1978 he is against any 3-day passes 
still might be reprisals from the black community. 

risk if the Union of Nova Scotia Indians deny his request 
get frustrated if he sees his appeal is at a dead end. 
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1997 MARSHALL  

. • . .  
--.0997 MARSHALL fs presently in Dissociation for the good order 
;:iiOf the instItution. j 

His case will be presented for transfer to Dorchester Peniten-
, tiary within two weeks at the Regional classification Board. 

1;• 

Not Recommended. 

2. ia•COM.I.N.ClatiOn fliKerAfitiOldatiOn 

Net Recommended. 
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COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT ENOUETE COMMUNAUTAIRE 

> 1. IDENTIFYING DATE — DONNEES SUR L'IOENTITE 

. LAU turns — Nom do termite Olsen names— PrOrsorna 2. P.1 S. — N0  SED 

MARSHALL Donald 410491A 
2. Purpose el C.A. — but Oe I.E.C. 

  

 

4. Institution — Etaadasseremt 

Springhill 
3. Inmate detenu 

1997 

  

  

S. Scmclet Instruction — Directives spectates 

Contact should be made with: 

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Marshall. 38 Micmac St., Membertou, Sydney. N.S., to ascertain their 
feelings about their son possibly coming hone on T.A. 

Union of Nova Scotia Indians, Membertou, to ascertain the advisability and necessity qf 
Marshall coming to Sydney to discuss with them funding for-his appeal. 

Relevant police department. 

7.0010,mton Nat'. — News cm NeMeteur / 1 Me — THO 4. 

Diahann McConkey /: Parole Officer 
r no oEcrprlceN FT 00 LA F RENCE 

> II. RECEIPT AND REFERRAL DATA — 

9. Data r0.04ve4 — Data ae rEcoottort 

us-rnarocce ............. • -- -- ---- • _ . _ . 

10. Receiving Once —Bursau qui molt le Omeande 

Sydney 
Y,A MM 0 4 

11. Mame 

Ner"  

ni Agency If referred 
rE I ern 

iret la innhaCE SERVICE 
Lbw* ks unix 

leti.+08. Carervotaa$ 

i I. Date referred (II apPlicable) 
referee IN Co. actMant) 

12. Date completed — Date achmee 
I 

19130 SePtember 24  
Nr.A WM 0-../ 

" 29 t980
Dem 

MM DU  

.. 

SYDNEY N.S. , III. CONTENT — CONTENU 
I 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION: 

Mr. & Mrs. Donald Marshall - Subject's Parents - Personal Intervieu 

Chief Alex Christmas - Chief, Membertou Reservation - Personal 
Interview 

Inspector William Urquhart - Sydney Police Department - Personal 
Interview 

COMMUNITY FINDINGS: 

Mr. & Mrs. Donald Marshall, the subject's parents, were contacted 
at their home on the Membertou Indian Reserve in Sydney, Nova Scotia. 
Initially, the Marshalls were informed of this writer's visit and the Marshalls 
were expecting a visit from a Parole Officer knowing that their son had 
applied for a 3 day pass from Springhill Institution. The Marshalls live in 
a spacious two-storey dwelling on the Membertou Reserve and according to Mr. a 
Mrs. Marshall, there will be adequate room for their son should :he be granted 
a pass. Currently living in the Marshall home are the subject's parents, as 
well as his four brothers and 1 sister. The father, Donald Marshall, is the 
Grand Chief for the entire Micmac Nation. During our conversation, the offence 
for which the subject is currently incarcerated was brought up. The parents 
feel that their son may not be guilty of the offence as their son repeatedly 

informs his parents that he killed no one. This writer informed the subject's 
parents of the subject's reluctance to admit to the offence or speak about it. 
The parents response was that the subject will only speak to a lawyer about 

204 kELV f en 

; Truro 

District office/institution 
Bureau dIstrictilitabilssernent 

S. Oat• requested 
Date clemanclee 

Aug. 26, 1980 

......._..- ,‘ 
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the circumstances surrounding the incident and to their knowledge the subject 
refuses to speak to anyone else about the incident. It is this writer's 
feeling that the mother ts more of a firm believer in her son's innocence 
and that the father has more or less accepted the fact that his son has spent 
a great deal of his life in jail regardless of whether or not he is guilty of 
the offence. To this end, there appears to be some reinforcement in the 
Marshall home which may be providing the subject with the necessary motiva- 
tion to pursue an appeal in his case. The subject's parents seem to thinX 
that one of the crown witnesses against the subject was coerced into making 
a false statement on the stand and in fact approached Donald Marshall, Sr,, 
to inform him that what he had said on the stand was, in fact, not true. 
Although Mr. Marshall has not pursued this any further, he seems to believe 
that there was something fishy going on during his son's trial which 
eventually saw the subject receive a life sentence. 

The subject's parents were questioned about their planned 
activities should Junior Marshall be successful in obtaining a 3 day pass. 
Mr. Marshall indicated that he and the rest of his family plan to spend 
every waking moment with their son, as they realize the three days will pass 
very quickly. There appears to be adequate family support available for 
the subject in the Marshall home providing the subject stays close to home 
during his 3 day pass. The Marshalls indicated to this writer their dis-
appointment in their son's _futile attempts in obtaining previous temporary 
absences and stress the importance of this visit by a Parole Officer to 
their home. The Marshalls were questioned about the possible rejection of 
their son's request for a temporary absence. The subject's parents 
indicated that they would of course be disappointed-although they are used 
to this feeling. When questioned about the possible reaction of their son, 
the parents seemed to feel that the subject would take it in stride and 
would not show any extreme reaction as a result of the frustration he would 
experience as a result of a negative response to his temporary absence 
request. The Marshalls were questioned about the possible reaction by the 
black community with regard to a releabe for Junior, and Mr. Marshall 
responded that he does not feel there would be any negative reaction from 
the black community and, in fact, he felt that the majority of the blacks 
wouldPhYDIRIAse for the subject. Mr. Marshall went on to indicate that 
-he does not feel that there is currently any hostility between the two 
races and at times seems to have mellowed any hostility which may have 
originally existed. Mr. Marshall went on to explain that there would be 
100% support and co-operation from the Membertou Reserve for a temporary 
absence for Junior MARSHALL. 

Mr. Alex .Christmas, Chief of the Membertou Indian Reservation, 
was contacted in order to discuss the possibility of the subject receiv-
ing funds from the Union of Nova Scotia Indians with regard to his appeal. 
Mr. Christmas reported to this writer that he would not know if the Mem-

bertou Ban 
4 Council would try to solicit funds for the subject's appeal 

until he has talked to the subject. Mr. Christmas thinks that about 
$2000. is needed for the subject's appeal, and he would have to hear the 
subject's reasons for an appeal prior to soliciting for funds. Chief 
Christmas was somewhat confused about the subject's appeal at such a late 
date, as the subject has spent approximately 9 years in jail and is 
eligible for Parole in less than 1 year. This writer questioned Mr. 
Christmas about the possibility of interviewing the subject in the 
Institution as opposed to granting the subject a 3 day pass for the pur-
pose of an interview to determine if the Band Council would solicit funds 
for the subject. Mr. Christmas thought that this could probably in fact 
be done although a pass would provide the subject with an opportunity to 
visit his parents as well as give the su*>ject a chance to try to substan

-

tiate to Chief Christmas why the Membertou Band Council should try to 
support him with financial aid with regard to his appeal. Chief Christmas 
reported that he thinks Junior MARSHALL would receive complete support from 
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all members of the Membertou community and that there is no hostility between 
any person on that Reserve and the subject. 

In summary, Chief Christmas is not certain at this particular 
point whether funds will be available to support the subject with his 
appeal. Chief Christmas will not be able Lo decide whether or not the sub-
ject's appeal will be supported by the Membertou Band Council until he has 
talked to tte subject himself and discussed his reasons for an appeal at 
this late date. Chief Christmas does however support the subject's request 
for a 3 day pass as he feels the Marshall family is very highly thought o f 
not only on the Micmac Reserve hut throughout the Indian community in Nova 
Scotia. Chief ChriStmas—went on to say that Mrs. Marshall has a tight 
rein over all of her family and whatever she says is law in the Marshall 
home. 

Inspector William Urquhart of the Sydney Police Department was 
contacted in order to elicit his reaction to the subject's request for a 3 
day temporary absence to return to the Membertou Reserve with hopes of 
gaining support for .his appeal. As expected, the police reaction in this 
case is quite negative, as they are very concerned about the risk the subject 
presents Should he return to the area. Inspector Urquhart feels that the 
subject is a high risk for re-offending and should not be given that 
opportunity to do so. As earlier stated, the reaction of the Sydney police 
to the subject's return to the Membertou Reserve is negative. 

_k) 
Ropert W. MacDouga 
Parole Service Officer 

RKMD/dm 

cc: Regional Secretary - Atl. 
Data Collection Supv. - Ott. 
D.D. Truro, N.S. 
Springhill Institution 
File 
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O. SUMMARY OF PROGRESS— RECAPITULATION DU PROGRES ATTEINT 

Donald MARSHALL was returned from Springhil to Dorchester on October 31, 
1980. He had previously that year been transferred from Springhill to 
Dorchester, but was then returned (April, 1980) when there seemed to be 
insufficient evidence to justify a previous emergency transfer. However, 
during the summer of 1980 his behavior at Springhill deteriorated. He 
was suspected of drug involvement, and had been very quick to become in-
volved in fights. The reader is referred to the minutes of the Regional 
Classification Board (October 30, 1980) for details of this transfer. 

Since that time, Mr. .MARSHALL has been detained in Dorchester, where his 
behavior has improved a great deal. He is not suspected of druq involve-
ment, and his only offence has been possession of a small container of 
honey, which he claims was for use in sweetening beverages. His work is 
satisfactory for the maintenance plumbers, and he appears to have settled 
into Dorchester to the extent of feeling that a return to Springhill 
would not be in his own best interest, especially after he as told that 
in Springhill he was simply taking up space. A Needs Analysis Profile 
and a Individual Program Plan have been prepared for Mr. MARSHALL. He 
agrees that his main problems have in the past involved the use of drugs 
and alcohol, compounded with his belligerence. He admits that in 
Springhill he was known as the person who was invariably ready for a Eight, 
and states that he must devest himself of this image before he can really 
improve. Admittedly a loner, he describes approaching other to discuss his 
problems, and seems well aware of the fact that if he, is to succeed and re-
turn to life outside prison he must change in several imnortant ways. This 
he is prepared to do, and expressed little resentment at the needs enumerated 
in the Needs Analysis Profile, merely mildly commenting that they seemed to 
be more negative than positive. It was explained to him that the program 
plt.n is the positive part of the work of the case management team, and that 
much, ..qould be expected from him in this respect. 

It should be noted that Mr. MARSHALL has only recently given un hone of apoel7 
his life;. sentence, but seems to have made this decision without any ma]-

or upheav:-(2., and is now prepared to look forward to the future without 

RELEA::C 

Mr. MARSHALL has signed form NPB 104, indicating that he does not at 
present have any release plans. However, in cooperation with his Case 
Management Team, he expects to derive release plans within the next year. 

INTERIM ASSESSMENT: 

Because no Community Assessment is being requested, the reader is advised 
to proceed directly with the second page of the Progress Summary. 
i:sc cm (740) Poem I 
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a  6 Solicitor General 
Canada 

Parole 
Atlantic Div. 

SINICileurgerlOral 
Canada 

Liberation conditionnelle 
Division de I'Atlantique 

P. 0. Box 1370 
Moncton, New Brunswick 
ElC 8T6 
March 9, 1981 

Mt. Donald Marshall, Jr., 
P.O. Box A, 
Dorchester, N.B. 
BOA IMD 

Dear Mr. Marshall: 

In accordance with Section 8 (1) of the Parole Act, 

your case was brought forward for review. 

No decision was taken because you stated that you are 

not interested in receiving full parole consideration at 

this time. 

A further review date of June 4, 1982 has 

been set. 

Yours truly, 

444N---"E. VC?jialiams, 
Regional Secretary 
National Parole Board 

cc-  Director, Dorchester Pen. 
District Director, C.C.S. -  Moncton, N.B- 

AMK/s1 
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Has grade 10. No further requirement. Plumbing course twice. 
yet written Department of Labor exam. Possible welding. 

Has not 

Employment — (motels 

Doing maintenance plumbing; would like to continue. 
• 
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Gets involved with drugs and fights. Needs to keep clear of such 
entanglements. Becomes easily upset. Intolerant of authority, 
embittered and resentful. Needs to accept sentence. 
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others. 
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1 5 8 PROGRESSSUMMARY(CONTINUED) 
RAPPORT RiCAPITULATIF SUR L'EVOLUTION DU CAS (SUITE) hp  

Marshall, Donald Jr. FPS: 410491A Dorchester * 

Donald Marshall is serving a life sentence, which he incurred on November 

5, 1971. Since that time, in 1979, he escaped from Springhill for which 

he was awarded four months consecutive. His career in Springhill was 

chequered. 

During the early part of his sentence, and until 1978, he apparently 

hoped that he would be able to appeal his life sentence successfully. 

However, in 1978 he was told by the lawyer employed by Penitentiary 

Legal Services that there was little prospect of the legal services 

tinuing to help him with hie appeal process, and he has recently given 

up all hope of appeal. However, in the meantime, he had displayed some 

violent behavior, and in 1979, after going unlawfully at large, he was 

transferred to Dorchester. However, it was felt in February, 1980, that 

he could be safely returned to Springhill, an action that was taken 

shortly thereafter. Finally, after a further deterioration in his behavior, 

he was transferred to Dorchester on October 31, 1980. He remains in 

Dorchester, apparently relaxed and reasonable contented with his situation, 

as has been described in the first page of the progress summary. 

Mr. Marshall is now eligible for full parole. He has signed form NPB 104, 

but is hoping to have firm release plans within the next year or so. 

However, there are very serious reservations with respect to him, since 

he appears to resort to violence whenever he ib seriously upset, and 

makes a nuisance of himself in the institution. Finally, after years of 

toleration, Springhill gave up. 

Perhaps Mr. Marshall will be able to reach some form of understanding 

of himself, both as a human being and as an Indian, during the time that 

it seems likely he will be required to spend at Dorchester. Until he 

learns self-control and learns to understand himself, there is very 

little hope of his succeeding in any form of release. The case manage-

ment team will continue it s work with him in the hope that he will agree 

to work on the problem areas raised in the needs analysis, and that he 

will be able to make some progress in the areas highlighted there. 

Because Mr. Marshall has signed form NPB 104, no recommendation accom- 

panies this report. 
Dorchester NPB Moncton CSC Central Registry File Flimsy 
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2-0. SUMMARY OF PROCRESS — RECAPITULATION DU PROD RES ATTEINT 

Case Conference - 23 June 1981 Springhill Institution  

Persons Attending: Kim Thompson, CSC Springhill 

Bud Anderson, CSC Springhill 

Keith Rudderham, CSC Springhill 

Ed McCormick, CSC Springhill 

Jock Spence, CSC Springhill 

Diahann McConkey CSC Truro 

Margaret McWilliam, CSC Dorchester 

Maud Hody, CSC Moncton 

This case conference was convened for the purpose of discussing with the 

staff at the Springhill Institution the possibility of Donald Marshall 
being transferred to Springhill. 

Kim Thompson, of the Springhill Institution, discussed in some detail 

Mr. Marshall's rather chequered history at the Springhill Institution. 

He mentioned that the initial return to Dorchester from Springhill was 

effected without the consent of the treatment staff. Because of this, 

he was retuined to Springhill, hut under strict conditions. After having 
been granted temporary day parole, he escaped, and was arain retained in 
Springhill, and again with special conditions. Mr. Thompson described 

the difficulties encountered by treatment staff with respect to Mr. 

Marshall's appeal, which was pending for approximately 8 years before he 
finally abandoned hope. Mr. Thompson describe i his final weeks in 
Springhill, when the incidenc e of infractions became so great that they 
finally led to his transfer t o Dorchester. 

cont'd  
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Case Conference - 23 June 1981  

m,-,RSHALL, Donald FPS 410491A 

His present classification officer, Margaret McWilliam, then described 

the reasons for transfer to Springhill, which included Mr. Marshall's 

hope to gain his Plumbing Ticket in Nova Scotia, and possible day parole 

to the Carlton Centre. 

The staff of the Springhill Institution, with several people making suggest 

then enumerated the problems to be expected if Mr. Marshall were to be retu: 

to Springhill. These included his previous work location as "roving plumbet 

his use of drugs, and the high probability of his again getting into troubl( 

there. His situation in Springhill was described as "no win "; in spite of 

this, staff believed that Mr. Marshall would do anything or say anything to 

effect a return to Springhill. It was also mentioned that, since he is the 

son of a high Indian Administrative Officer, his issue is still politicall) 

hot, in spite of the ten years that have elapsed since his conviction. 

It soon became obvious that the Springhill Institution felt that Mr. Marsha: 

best hope of success on parole would be to skip Springhill altogether, and t 

be transferred from Dorci-ester to the Westmorland InstLtution, or directly t 

the Carlton Centre. However, they were willing to consider suggestions for 

case treatment in the event that the Parole Board insisted that a gradual rE 
lease via the Springhill Institution was to be Mr Marshall's sole route to 

parole. 

In particular, they suggested that he should wait longer before seeking re-

lease, spending more time in Dorchester and demonstrating his ability to re-

main free of drug use. It was suggested that a one-to-one counselling relat 

ship should be developed, although they admitted that, under the CMT, this 

might be difficult or impossible to implement. In any case, the initiative 

should be Mr. Marshall's, to enter fully into a counselling relationship an 

to develop his own community resources. In the event that he should be trar 

ferred, not in the immediate future, to Springhill, he should be prepared tc 

do everything differently, including changing his unit from number eleven, 

his trade from that of plumbing. 

Most particvlarly, the staff at Springhill suggested that Mr. Marshall must 
deal with his "murderous" side including the details of the very unpleasant 

murder, and his attacks on other people, including other inmates and - near) 

- a staff member at Springhill. He must admit to the crime (if he did it), 
and deal with the factors that lead to his violence. In addition, he must 

cont'd  
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Case Conference - 23 June 1981  

1&ARS9ALL, Donald FPS 410491A  

have a firm release plan, including an agreement from the Carlton Centre 

to accept him after a definite period of time. During case preparation, 

preventive security should be consulted with respect to drug use and 

dealing, and with respect to "muscling". He should be informed that, at 

the slightest infraction, he would be returned to Dorchester. Finally, the 

Springhill staff suggested that he should learn to channel his energy and 

ability to positive, rather than negative, channels. 

The Springhill staff, while re-iterating their previous position that Mr. 
a:='- all cho-,1,1 no- co:ne tr Srichill, acr==' that at least E rz- nths, azd 
preferably a year, should elapse before any lengthy case preparation should 

be undertaken. At that time, the Carlton Centre and the National Parole 
Board should be consulted with respect to a possible release plan for him. 

If it were decided that Springhill was essential, another case conference 

would have to be held, which would probably invol-ye a discussion with Mr. 

Marshall himself, with respect to his plans. 

In summary, the staff at the Springhill Institution made it abundantly clea: 

that Mr. Marshall's presence is not desired in Springhill, either for his cr. 

betterment or for that of the institution. He must come to terms with his 

violent nature, and demonstrate an ability to control it. After very careft 

case work, his case should be presented to the National Parole Board for the 

suggestions as to future management. At that time, if MPS decided that a 

transfer to the Springhill Institution was a necessary preliminary to parole 

release, his case would be again considered. 

e4er-4..a  

Maud Body . ienarit 
Parole Officer Section Supervisor 

/lb 

Typed: 26 June/81 
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11 17140GRESS — PROGRkS 

ED-:'ATIONAL/VOCATIONAL TRAINING - Junior has applied for a Plumbing Course 
at the Trade School in Dartmouth, but has not yet received an. answer. 

EMPLOYMENT - He has been working in Maintenance Plumbing and will continue 
to do so. 

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT - MARSHALL has recently applied for an interview with 
the Psychologist. He still has alot to deal vith before he can be considere 
a good candidate for a Parole. 

FAMILY/COMMUNITY - He is maintaining contact with family and friends. 

TRANSFER/RELEASE/SUPERVISION - A Case Conference was held at Springhill 
(81-06-23) to discuss the possibility of a return to that institution. 
and his Case Management Officers tiad agreed that this was the only reasonabl,  
way out of Dorchester. However, Springhill does not agree. They do not 
believe that it would be in Junior's best interest to return, and have 
suggested that a Day Parole directly to Carlton Centre would be more approir; 
ate. If the National Parole Board requires that Junior be in Springhill for 
a short while on his way to a Day Parole, the staff at Springhill would 
accept him only on certain very specific conditions. The next step fbr 
Junior is to deal with some of the concerns raised by Springhill, and then ti 
apply for a Day Parole to Carlton Centre. 

LEISURE - Junior is involved in many sports during his leisure time. He is 
considering joining the Community Centre. 

SUMMARY - MARSHALL appears to be adjusting well, both to the institution and 
to the fact that he is serving a life sentence. He has not been charged wit!.  
an institutional offence in the past six months and is not suspected of bei:,  
Involved in the sort of things (drugs, muscling) that led to his downfall 
Springhill. 
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Junior plans to get his Nova Scotia Plumber's license. 

er,010y1,1.11t — ( 1110101: 

He will remain in Maintenance Plumbing. 

dourtopmgrit — Porfottl0000rnood p.m:inner, 

MARSHALL will apply to see the Psychologist to start working on some of 
his problems. He will be learning to make the transition from solid'con 
to solid citizen. 

Forndy/Commonlly -  Famiiia/commenautif 

He will keep in touch with his family and friends. 

Trontrin/R•iciase/SuorircHion - Trinsraworint/UboirctioniSurrollionoll 

Junior will start making preparations for a release plan. This will involve 
serious efforts in the personal development area, then, perhaps in a ye:Ar, 
an application for reduced security - directly to Carlton Centre on a DLy 
Parole, if possible, or to Springhill first with several limited Day Rarole,. 
to Carlton Centre and eventual release there. 

3. Curr•or Institution or addrns — EtabirsiorM•ot Oki OWOSSO Actual!' 

Dorchester Penitentiary 
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MARSHAT,L, Donald John, Jr. 
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Junior willcontinue to participate in sports activites and the church gro,:p 
Ee may apply to become a member of the Community Centre. 
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PROGRESS RAPPORT REGAPITULATI F 

SUMMARY SUR L'EVOLUTION DU CAS 

MARSHALL Donald John- Jr. 
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20. SuMMARY OF PROGRESS — RECAPITULATION Ou PROGRES ATTEiNT 

EDUCATIONAL/VOCATIONAL TRAINING  - Junior upgraded his education to grade IC 
in Dorchester. He has taken Plumbing and Welding trades, and is now workin.: 
on getting his ticket for Plumbing. He has been in the School for the past 
7 weeks, studying the math he will need to write the examination. 

EM?LOYMENT  - He has worked in several shops over the years, and has receive.:. 
good work reports. Since his most recent admission to Dorchester he has be 
with Maintenance Plumbing, and his current work placement is at the School. 

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT  - During the past 9 years Junior has been preoccupied 
with his appeal - working for it, trying to get money to pay for it, giving 
up on it, following up new leads for it. He denies committing the offence 
and consequently has not put much effort into the area of personal developn„a 
Besides being immersed in his appeal, Junior has been a bit too active in 
institutional life at Springhill. He was a high profile inmate whom other 
inmates, and staff as well, turned to because of his control o-er a large 
of the population. He was involved in muscling inmates for debts and drugs. 
Ee did well and followed case plans for periods of time, but would become 
frustrated and end up in Dissociation and Segregation. Because of this he 
probably never be able to return to Springhill (see Memo dated 81-06-24 for 
notes on the Case Conference held at Springhill). The realization that he 
has cut off one (probably the best) avenue of release seems to have made hin 
a lot more serious about working on himself. He has contacted the psychoic 
and is scheduled for another interview in the near future, and he is finally 
taking the necessary steps to prepare for his plumbing exam. Unfortunately, 
his abandonment of hope for his appeal was short-lived. A visitor has been 
talking about proof that one of the witnesses lied, and Junior is once again 
hard at work. 

FAMILY/COMMUNITY  - Junior has maintained contact with his family and 
friends. They correspond, he phones, and they visit him. 

TRANSFER/RELEASE/SUPERVISION  - MARSHALL was admitted to Dorchester 72-06-2C 
and transferred to Springhill 74-11-04. He was granted a day parole to att, 
the Atlantic Challenge Program in 1979. The first time (August 8 - 18) went 
well. Ten days after his release the second time (September 14), he was 
declared Unlawfully At Large. He was returned to Springhill, then transferr 
to Dorchester (81-02-11), transferred back to Springhill (80-04-22), and 

once aain transferred to Dorchester (80-10-31). 

LEISURE  - Junior is involved in sports activities and goes to Church. Earli 
in this sentence he was involved with the Native Brotherhood. 

CURRENT TEMPORARY ABSENCE PLANS  - Junior has applied for an Unescorted T.A. 
to visit his family for Christmas He plans to leave the institution at C9: 
tours December 23. His family wi/1 pro cc transportation. 

Cei)(:0/80) Page 1 
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INTERIM ASSESSMENT - Junior MARSHALL, 28 years old, is serving a Life 
sentence farNon-Capital Murder. He has served 10 years. His F.P.S. 
sheet dates back to 1970, when he was charged with Theft under $50. He 
was Unlawfully At Large in 1979. According to his file, he alsp has a 
juvenile record. 

Junior is certainly a high risk case because of his escape history, but it 
should be noted that he did it in order to check into his appeal. He still 
maintains that he is not guilty, and he has renewed hopes of an appeal. 

On the positive side, his institutional performance has been very good. He 
is not suspected of being involved in the sorts of things that led to his 
downfall at Springhill. He has begun to take an interest in his personal 
development, and is following a case plan that should lead to a parole to 
Carlton Centre. A UT A at this time might give an irdication of the extent 
of his commitment. 

A Community Assessment is being requested. 

-̀)1/ -?)'4,(,)( ea.^, 
M. MacWilliam 
C.M.O.I. 
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:iii.A?ITULATIF SUR L'EVOLUTION :A./ CAS (SUITE) 
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Piro 2 of 2 
d• 

APPRAISAL - MARSHALL's CMT is supporting his application for a 3 day 
Unescorted Temporary Absence to visit his family for Christmas for the 
following reasons: 

The Community Assessment is reasonably positive. Mr. Alex Christmas, 
Chief of the Membertou Indian Reservation, has no objections. Junior's 
mother is looking forward to having him visit and has a place for him to 
stay. 

Junior has volunteered to take Antabuse, and has agreed to abide by any 
restrictions placed on him. 

His institutional behavior has been very good. He has settled down 
considerably since his return to Dorchester. He has been preparing to 
write his journeyman plumber's examination. 

s. He is involved in case planning and is making plans for a Day Parole for 
the near future. 

He has recently placed his Appeal in the hands of his lawyer and is 
optimistic because of a new witness. 

While U.A.L. for 2 days in 1979, he did not commia new offences. 

Of course there are concerns with an Unescorted Temporary Absence: 

1. Police Chief MacIntyre, who was the investigating officer in MARSHALL's 
case, is strongly opposed to the visit. His concern is for public safety. 

z. Junior escaped while on Day Parole in 1979. According to file material, 
he claimed at the time that he was on his way home to check into his 
Appeal. He now admits that he was heading for the United States. 

3. Junior has not spent alot of time dealing with his main problem areas, 
alcohol and violence. 

However, his CMT believes that he is in a good frame of mind and will be 
able to handle an Unescorted Temporary Absence. 

aecommenoation — Amommanoetion 

CMT recommends that the Christ- as UTA be granted. The following restrictions 
are also recommended: 
il) No use of alcohol or drugs. 

Remain on the Membertou Reserve. 
No contact with witnesses at his trail. 
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PAROLEsVC mCIN • 

PAROLE BRD STD 

NOV 12, 19'81. 

ATTN: MAUD HOD'( • 

RE: MARSHALL, DONALD JOHN JR. 
FPS: 418491-A 

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION REVEALS STRONG REACTION FROM 
011E7 Of POLICE SYDNEY TO A PROPOSED uTA. 

CHIET AL DC CHRISTMAS .HAS NO OBJECTION TO SUBJECT VISITING 
THE mC1BERTOU.RESERVE. 

, 
• 

SUBJECTS MOTHER MRS DONALD MARSHALL WOULD LIKE TO HAVE HER 
SON VISIT AT XMAS. MRS MARSHALL INDICAT9 THAT HER SON IS 
INNOCENT OF THE CRIME. • 

ALTHOUGH THE SUBJECT HAS CONFIRMED ACCOMMODATION ON THE 
MDIBERTOU RESERVE IN SYDNEY I FEEL -CHI EF MACIN TY RE' S 
CONCERN ABOUT THE SAFETY OF OTHER CITIZENS SHOULD BE .  
CONSIDERED. CHIEF mAciNrtRE HAS BEEN INVOLVED AS AN 
INVESTIGATING OFFICER IN THE OFFENCE OF NON CAPITAL MURDER. 

ARCHI E L vALSH 
PAROLE 'OFFICER 

JOAN D MAC DOUGALL. 
DIST DIRECTOR 
CSC SYDNEY NS 

PAROLESVC mCTN 

:PAROLE 8RD STD 



1 613 PAROLE HEARING - AUDIENCE  
M. CASEY/J. MacDONALD 
E. LARRACEY oArf December 2. 1981 No. of Vote* F41.11..“r•d 
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- NOM INSTITUTION 
MARSHALL, Donald Dorchester Penitentiary 

PRIMARY FACTORS IN DECISION MAKING - FAC 7 FURS PRIMAIRES DE LA DECISION 
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DECISION: UTA denied. 

REASONS: We do not think that Christmas time, on his home 
reserve, where he might run into witnesses at his 
trial, is a good time for subject'a first release 
in about two years. Although he is willing to 
take antebuse, there is likely to be a great deal 
of drinking and hostilities could surface. 
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of Canada du Canl-tua 

National Commission nationale des 
Parole Board 1436ratiolis oonditionnelles 

P. O. Box 1370 
Moncton, N. B. 
ElC 816 

9 December, 1981 

Youi file Witte 

Ow file Nolte 

Mr. Donald Marshall 
P. O. Box A 
Dorchester,N.B. 
E0A 1M0 

Dear Mr. Marshall: 

Following your appearance on the 2 December, 1981, National 
Parole Board panel hearing, the decision is Unescorted Temporary 
Absence Denied. 

The denial was rcndered because the Board does not believe that 
Christmas on your home reserve is a good time for a first release 
in about two years because you may run into witnesses at your trial. 
Although you are willing to take antabuse, there is likely to be a 
great deal of drqing and hostilities could surface. 

I regret I cannot offer a more favorable reply. 

Yours truly, 

Ct: 
A. M. Kowalchuk 
Correspondence and 
Information Officer 
National Parole Board 

/em 

c.c. Director - Dorchester Pen 
C. S. C. - Moncton 
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Relaxation Training 

1. Offender's name — Nom eu etioneuent 

MARSHALL, Donald 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES SERVICE DE PSYCHOLOGIE 

REFERRAL REPORT RAPPORT SUR LA REFERENCE 

S. eyycrioloslit's report Of CeffIrnonty — ROMA( 01.40. Ow 1100041 0w Oly010101u.1 

Had a two nour interview with MARSHALL on the 14th of December, 1981. 

During this two hour interview we discussed several areas. We discussed 
his apprehension of psychologists and psychiatrists generally. This 
suspiciousness stems mainly from reports, verbal ones, that he has received 
from psychologist to the effect that his test results were not valid. He neve: 
did understani this interpretation, and I went to great lengths to explain 
the exact definition of the term. I indicated to him that because he is 
native, he probably does not understand several of the items and that 
cultural differences probably account for the fact that he cannot fit into 
White Caucasian American norms. I added that this was not meant to indicate 
a lack of cooperation on his behalf nor was the statement derogatory. 

He continues to maintain his innocence. He added that he had received 
information three months ago which he referred to as a"leak in the bucket" 
which will continue to grow and will eventually exonerate him from guilt. 
This information came about in the following manner. His sister's boyfriend 
was drinking with a black individual in Halifax. As they were-  drinking, the 
black individual told his sister's boyfriend of an incident in which he 
had himself stabbed an individual some ten years ago, and that another 
individual, an Indian, had finished him off. He says that the fact that there 
are two wounds in tnis individual's story will exonerate him, since the 
pathology report indicated only one stab wound. This he interprets would 
be claim that this individual who's telling the story was the one who actuall 
stabbed the individual. 

Also, he indicated that psychiatrists and psychologists during this sentence 
have attempted to "brainwash" him into believing that he had in fact committed 
this offence, and he has had to struggle to maintain his own conviction, 
with respect to his innocence. 

He believes the authorities should not be concerned about him as an escape 
risk Dr otherwise a dangerous person. He alluded to several temporary leaves 
of absence during which there were no incidents. He described the one in 
which he and others became intoxicated as yet, being a very controlled 
situation. He said that when they were asked to get into the van to return 
to the institution, none of them protested, in spite of the fact that they werE 
highly intoxicated. He certainly believes that he will be paroled in the firs: 
half of 1982  

S. R•conwminciation. — ftecon'irnanciatiOnt 

I asked him directly if he intends to seek revenge with this person whom he 
believes is the actual perpetrator of this offence. He said that he would 
not seek revenge; that the individual should never cross his path and 
threaten him. He added, to my probing, that he would probably not assault 
this individual if he met him casually, or even offered apologies for his own 
mistreatment. He is thinking of options such as asking this individual to 
testify under the Canada Evidence Act, and so on. Obviously this issue of 
innocence is not yet over. I suspect that he seeks this aura of innocence 
to regain the confidence of his family and community. I believe that he feels 
he has greatly shamed these people through his behaviour and now feels alienate 
and rejected by them and this is his way of cleansing his reputation. If this 
hypothesis were true, it would probably avail valuable to promote the recementf 

N.A., CONFIDENTIAL: Contents not to to repcossuce0 in port or in whole withcut the eutnOraetiOn Of the tenter. 
CONTENUE COW' IDENTIEL: On ne &et risproduirs ni la tout ni one Dania Po as rapport sans l'autorisation de l'outimr. 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES 
REFERRAL REPORT 

ON 

MARSHALL, Donald (1997) 

Continued: 

If indeed he felt reaccepted by them with untarnished integrity, he might 
drop this whole issue, or at least, it would take less of a priority 
placement in his goals. 

Overall, I found him tense, with short and rapid respiration, rigid posture, 
and so on. He probably would benefit from innoculation training and relaxation 
training, but his emotional condition and thought processes are probably 
responsible for this ongoing condition, rather than some physiological 
or physical habit formation with no underlying emotional base. He impresses 
as a paranoid personality "not psychotic or even prepsychotic" but certainly 
an apprehensive, sensitive and suspicious person who is not easily fooled. 
Because of his obvious behavioural discomforts and rather significant 
unresolved concerns in his mind, he still appears unventilated and one suspects 
that given very appropriate conditions and lesser controls (perhaps because 
of chemical abuseor aseries of stressors) the anger and hostility may be 
vented in an uncontrolled manner. It is, of course, always difficult to 
predict whether t:lis would take verbal expression or physical abuse. 

An accumulation of social stressors may in fact have decreased his tolerance 
for frustration leading to extremely violent behaviour in this immediate 
altercation. 

1 

' • L 

T. Robichaud, M.A. 
Psyohologist 

TR/kw 

cc: National Parole Board - Moncton 
National Parole Service - Moncton 



TRAVEL PERMIT 

FPS. # 410491A 

File: 

Date: July 21, 1982 

Code: 

Date of Birth: 13 Sept. 53 

Release date: 29 Mar. 82 
Expiry date: 29 July 82 (Day Parole) 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
On Day Parole 

CAP rectional Service Service LurreLtioinel 
Canal, Canada 172 F odyte al nf onvort 

64eir Number 23231 
N. de le bearers 
lederslos di domain 

MARSHALL, Donald (Junior) on parole ri mandatory supv.  

whose address is Carlton Centre, 5853 College St., Halifax, N.S. 

has been granted permission to travel to Bras 'dor Lakes 

for the purpose of socialization 

His residence during this visit will be Charlie Gould's Trailer, Native Mission 
St. Peter's, N.S. 

with (name, relationship) Charlie Gould 

He will leave on July 23, 1982, 1800 hrs . and return on July 26, 1982 
1800 hrs . 

He will travel by private vehi6le 

accompanied by (name, relationship) Charlie Gould 

Reporting instructions: 

To report to Parole Office in area of destination 11 
To report to Police 

To report to (name & address) 

District Director: J. Stewart 
Superintendent 

Special instructions: 

,f lce/  B, Moncton 
HCIS ,RCMP 
Halifax City Police 
CSC, Sydney, N.S. 
RCMP, Beddeck, N.S. 

CSC/SCC 344 (342) 7530-21-03f-004, 

Supervisor: 

Telephone (Business): 

(Residence): 

G. Smith 
Counsellor 

426-2601 

_ 



. Stewart 
intendent 

CC 

HCIS, RCMP 
L'NPB, Moncton 

Halifax City Police 

Supervisnr: 

Telephone (Business): 

(Residence): 

G.A.P. Smith 
Counsellor 

426-2601 

District Director: 

rectioruil Servtor Swvice LOr r cc t ic• nro 
C•nado Canada 173 

Fodor& Into”....106 
Bank Numb... 
No do la bongos 
flaiarole de domdliai , 

23231 

TRAVEL PERMIT 
Code. 
Date of Birth: 
Reims date: 
Expiry date: 

111  TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
On Day Parole  

on parole fl mandatory MARSHALL, Donald 

whose address is Carlton Centre, 5853 College St., Halifax, N.S . 

has been granted permission to travel to Ogilive Towers, South Park St. 

for the purpose of visiting.  friend 

His residence during this visit will be As above 

with (name, relationship) as above 

He will leave on July 16, 1982,1800 hrs. and return on July 18, 1982, 2359 Iv 

He will travel by N/A 

accompanied by (name, relationship) N/A 

Reporting instructions: 

To report to Parole Office in area of destination 

To report to Police 

To report to (name & address) 

TO CALL CARLTON CENTRE ON SAT . , JULY 17 & SUN., July 18, 1982. 

Special instructions: 

FPS.* 410491A 
File: 

Date: July 14, 1982 

13 Sept 53 

29 Mar. 82 
29 July 82 (Day Parole) 

CSC/SCC 344 13-121 7530-21-036-0949 



1+ Coriecnonal Service Scrvice uarrecuonncl 
Canada Canada 

174 Fgehms111Wervmplmm.  
SardkNwaiws, 

NooMMImmias 
fedolieeNdelMorsin, 

21231 

TRAVEL PERMIT 

Code: 

Date of Birth: 13 September 53 

Release date: 29 March 82 

Expiry date: (DAY PAROLE EXPIRES) 29/ 

On Day Parole X 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:  

Donald MARSHALL on parole H mandatory supv. 

who address is Carlton Centre, 5853 College Street, Halifax N.S. 

has been granted permission to treVEQX.SX remain in the city 

for the purpose of spending weekend in own apartment 

His residence during this visit will be 958 South Bland Street, Halifax N.S. 

with (name, relationship) N/A  

FPS. # 

File: 

Date: 

410491A 

July 8, 1982 

He will leave on Friday, July 9, 1982 
1800 hours 

He will travel by N/A 

accompanied by (name, relationship) N/A  

and return on Sunday, July 11, 1982 

23:59 hours 

Reporting instructions: 

To report to Parole Office in area of destination ri  
To report to Police 

To report to (name & address) 

Special instructions: 

District Director:, /Jack Stewart 

c'N'PB Monctin, file /jw 
Superintendent c Telephone (Business): 426-2601 

(Residence): 

CSC/SCC 3. 4  (34211530-21-0311-0549 

XX TO CALL CARLTON CENTRE ON 
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY, JULY 
10 and 11, 1982. 



Special instructions: 

District Director: 
Stewart 
erintendent 

HCIS , RCMP & HPD 
NPB , Moncton 

CSC, Rymouski , Quebec 
Surete Provinciale du, Quebec 
- Rymouski 
CSC/SCC 3.. (342) 7530-21-031143411 

CC: 

Supervisor• 

Telephone (Busin 

(Residence): 

.A.P. Smith 
unsellor 
-2601 

Correctiondi Servocx Ser;ece wrreciluortyl 
Canada Canada 175 Federal I rolonnin oft 

Bank Nwowbur 

No de Is Wows* 
Wire* do amindos 

23231 

TRAVEL PERMIT 

FPS. # 410491A Code: 

13 Sept. 53 Date of Birth: 
File: DOB: 13 Sept. 53 

Release date: 29 March 82 
Date: June 29, 1982 Expiry date: 29 July 82 

On Day Parole E TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:  

on parole ri mandatory supv. fl MARSHALL, Donald (Junior) 

whose address is Carlton Centre, 5853 College St., Halifax, N.S. 

has been granted permission to travel to Restigouche, N.B. 

for the purpose of Native Baseball Tournament 

His residence during this visit will be Clipper Hotel, Rest igouche , N.B. 

with (name, relationship) Alex Christmas, Chief, Membertou Reserve, Sydney, N.S. 
& Ball Team 

He will leave on June 30, 1982 , 8 a .m. and return on July 4, 1982 

He will travel by car 
11:59 p.m. 

accompanied by (name, relationship) As Above 

Reporting instructions: Nil 

To report to Parole Office in area of destination 

To report to Police 

To report to (name & address) 



Special instructions: 

District Representativ( : Jack Stewart 

A/ Superintendent 
cc: t1r Moncton /jw 

140.9 219 7:110-2 i•Clt. -0946 

176 
,t •`.  

. .•..; 

ri0Oe Lib:Jailor! cot Idiot 

TRAVEL PERMIT 

File:  FPS: 410491A 
DOB: 13 September 53 5853 College Street 

Date: Halifax N.S. 
June 24, 1982 

TO V.'HOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Donald "Junior" Marshall 
Day 

on parole mandatory supv. [1 
whose address is Carlton Centre, 5853 College Street, Halifax N.S. 

has been granted permission to tr-WMU remain in the city 

for the purpose of 
spending weekend in own apartment 

His residence during this visit will be Halifax N.S. 

with (name, relationship) 

He will leave on 

He will travel by 

Friday, June 25, 1982 
1800 hours 
N/A 

and return on Sunday, June 27, 
23:59 hours 

accompanied by (name, relationship) N/A 

Reporting instructions: 

To report to Parole Office in area of destination 

To report to Police 

To report to (name & address) 

H 

Supervisor: Gerald A.P. Smith 

Telephone (Business): 426-2601 

(Residence): 



He vvill leave on June 22, 1982, 0800 hrs . 
He will travel by car 

and return on June 25, 1982 
2000 hrs . 

1 7 7 
• •L' ••• 

rar oie I ite6t -illori 

TRAVEL PERMIT 

F&-410491A, 
DOB: 13 Sept. 53 
June 21, 1982 

TO V."1-10M IT MAY CONCERN: 

MARSHALL, Donald (Junior) 

whose address is Carlton Centre, 5853 College St., Halifax, N.S. 

has been granted permission to travel to Li scombe Harbour 

for the purpose of attending Native Conference on Social Development 

His residence during this visit will be Li scombe Lodge 

with (name, relationship) 

File: 

Dale: 

day 
on parole 

  

 

mandatory supv. 

 

accompanied by (name, relationship) Joan Gloade, Indian & Northern Affairs & 
Noel Doucette of N.S. Union of Indians 

Reporting instructions: 

To report to Parole Office in area of destination 

To report to Police 

To report to (name & address) N/A 

Special instructions: 

D1T7 071. Cr. 1 

, 1982 

TiZL:',), N. S. 

1); 
District Representative: ,J. Supervisor: 

17,-/J . A . Stewart 
/ A/Superintendent Telephone (Business): 

NPB; HCIS; & Halifax City Police 
Town Police (Residence): 

RCMP, Truro 
CSC, Truro 
PO'S 719 7 t3041-C31••094 • 

G.A.P. Smith 
Counsellor 

426-2601 



5853 College Street 
Halifax N.S. 

Day 

on parole Ex 

 

mandatory supv. 

District Representative: ark Stewart 
A/ Superintendent 

NIE 719 7t110.: %-Clt •446 

178 
10' " (*,I, "a! 

Parole ( it.r11iOn condillorinCle 

TRAVEL  PERMIT 

File: FPS: 10491Z1)  
DOB: 13 September 1953 

Date: 
June 18, 1982 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Donald Marshall Jr. 

whose address is Carlton Centre, 5853 College Street, Halifax N.S. 

has been granted permission ta:YrIria14: remain in the city 

for the purpose of 
spending weekend at own apartment 

His residence during this visit will be South Bland Street, Halifax 

with (name, relationship) 

He will leave onFriday, June 18, .1982 
1800 hours 

He will travel by N/A 

accompanied by (name, relationship) N/A 

and return on Sunday, June 20, l' 
23:59 hours 

Reporting instructions: 

To report to Parole Office in area of destination 

To report to Police 

To report to (name & address) 

Special instructions: 

H 

Supervisor: 

Telephone (Business): 

(Residence): 

Gerald A.P. Smith 

426-2601 



File: 

Date: 

FPS: 
DOB: 
June 10, 

179 

rAi( ilor Cic. rfcral , lcur 
Carda Cio hi:Ma 

Prole L ib&.ralion condllionnelle 

TRAVEL PERMIT 

5853 College Street 53 
Halifax N.A. 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: Day 

Donald Marshall Jr. on parole I  X  I mandatory supv. I I 
whose address is Carlton Centre, 5853 College Street, Halifax N.S. 

has been granted permission to t PaSeAtAX remain in the city 

for the purpose of spending weekend in his apartment in Halifax 

His residence during this visit will be 

with (name, relationship) 

He will leave on Friday, June 11, 1982 
1800 hours 

He will travel by NA 

accompanied by (name, relationship) N/A 

and return on Sunday, June 13, 

23:59 hours 

Reporting instructions: 

To report to Parole Office in area of destination 

To report to Police 

To report to (name & address) 

Special instructions: 

District Representati 

/ 

, 

‘ ack Stewart 
A/ Superintendent Supervisor: eralA.13  „ Smith  

Telephone (Business). 426-2601 

(Residence): 

CC: 

 

/iw 

NIP9 219 '5)0-21.0)1.0.4. 



Special instructions: 

District Representat 

cc: 

Jack Stewart 
A/ Superintendent 

14PB Moncton, File /jw 

180 

TRAVEL PERMIT 

File: 

Date: 

- 
FPS( 410491.A.) 
DOB: Ueptember 1953 

June 3, 1982 

5853 College Street 
Halifax N.S. 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Donald Marshall Jr. 

whose address is Carlton Centre. 5853 College Street, Halifax N.S. 
30 has been granted permission to 00( remain in the cityYNEClo 

for the purpose of visiting friend, Mr. Laurence Paul 

His residence during this visit will be 36 Abbey Rd. Apt. 310 

with (name, relationship) 

He will leave on Friday, June 4, 1982 and return on Sunday, June 6, 1982 
1800 hours 23:59 hours 

He will travel by N/A 

accompanied by (name, relationship) N/A 

Reporting instructions: 

To report to Parole Office in area of destination 

To report to Police 

To report to (name & address) 

Day  
on parole I  mandatory supv.  

,f,D4“0.11-014O 

Supervisor: 

Telephone (Business): 

(Residence): 

Gerald A.P. Smith 

426-2601 



File: FPS: 
DOB: 

Sz;e: 
May 27, 1982 

TF;AVELi-EFJ.IIT 

5853 College Street 
Halifax N.S. 

ber 53 

181 

TO';,HUAITMAYCO!:CERN: Day 

Donald Marshall on parole IT mandatory supv. 

v. 6  ose address is Carlton Centre, 5853 College Street, Halifax H.S. 

.as been granted permission to travel to Spryfield N. S. 

for the purpose of visiting friend, Mr. Laurence Paul 

His residence during this visit will be N/A 

with (name, relationship) 

He will leave on Friday, May 28, 1982 
1800 hours 

He will travel by N/A 

accompanied by (name, relationship) N/A 

 

and return on Sunday, May 30, 1 
23:59 hours 

Reporting instructions: 

To report to Parole Office in area of destination 

To report to Police 

To report to (name &address) 

^ 

••••.•••• 

 

Special instructions: 

/iw 

ack Stewart 
Distri,t Representative A/ Superintendent Supervisor: Gerry Smith 

cc: cc - _NEB-14o cton, HCIS, HPD Te.ephone (Business): 426-2601 

(Resioence): 



cc 
UPErli-O--n-cton, File /jw 

District Representative 
?(4'? 

ack Stew 
A/ Superintendent 

L'<;. 
General Soii,cteJi gene:al 

Canada Canada 

Parole Liberation conditionnelle 

182 
1.0  o Lig R  

TRAVEL PERMIT 

File: FPS: 410491A 
DOB: 13 September 53 5853 College Street 

Date: Halifax N.S. 
May 6, 1982 

TO WHOM IT HAY CONCERN: 

 

Day 

on parole 

  

Donald Marshall 1 mandatory supv. 

.vhose address is Carltpn Centre, 5853 College Street, Halifax N.S. 

has been granted permission to travel to Halifax N.S. 

for the purpose of visiting friend 

His residence during this visit will be 

with (name, relationship) Mr. Lawrence Paul 

Sunday, May' 9, 1982 
and return on 

23:59 hours 
.! 

He will leave on Friday, May 7, 1982 
1800 hours 

He will travel by N/A 

accompanied by (name, relationship) N/A 

Reporting instructions: 

To report to Parole Office in area of destination LI 
To report to Police 

To report to (name & address) 

Special instructions: 

Supervisor: 

Telephone (Business): 

(Residence):  

Gerry Smith 

4 26-2601 

WS 2111 5ao414,34-oime 

- 



%;•• 
Solicitor General Solhciteur 
Canada 

gene,a1 
Canada 183 

Parole Liberation conditinnnelle 

TRAVEL PERMIT  

File: FPS: 410491A 

Date: 
5853 College Street 

April 22, 1982 Halifax N.S. 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Day 
Donald "Junior" Marshall on parole X  mandatory supv. 

whose address is Carlton Centre, 5653 College Street, Halifax N.S. 
has been granted permission to travel to Dartmouth N.S. 

for the purpose of visiting with Mr. Kevin Christmas and Marshall family 

His residence during this visit will be 15 Bolton Terrace, Dartmouth 

with (name, relationship) 

He will leave on Friday, April 23, 1982 
1800 hours 

He will travel by N/rt 

accompanied by (name, relationship) N/A  

Reporting instructions: 

To report to Parole Office In area of destination 

To report to Police 

To report to (narna & address) 

andretwmcm Sunday, April 25, 1982 
23:59 hours 

Special instructions: 

District RepresentatptskYack Stewart 
, A/ uperintendent cc: 

NPB Moncton, HCIS, file /jw 

Supervisor: 

Telephone (Business): 

(Residence): 

Gerald ASP. Smith 

426-2601 

NPII 219 711041-04 -0•411 



Solicitor General 
Canada 

,) \ 

.golliciteur genera, 
Canada 184 

Parole Liberation ,:onditionnelle 

TRAVEL PERMIT 

File: FP 
5853 College Street 

Date: April 16, 1 Halifax H.S. 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

 

Day  

on parole Lci mandatory supv. ri Donald Marshall 

whose address is Carlton Centre, 5853 College Street, Halifax N.S. 

has been granted permission to travel to Dar tmouth N.S. 

for the purpose of visiting friends 

His residence during this visit will be 15 Bolton Terrace, Dartmouth 

with (name, relationship) Mr. Kevin Christmas 

He will leave on rday, April 14, 1982 and return onSunday, April 18, 198: 
0800 hours 23:59 hours 

He will travel by N/A 

accompanied by (name, relationship) N/A 

Reporting instructions: 

To report to Parole Office in area of destination E 
To report to Police 

To report to (name & address) 

Special instructions: 

District Reprentati Sk Stewart Supervisor: 
,A/ Superintendent 

cc: file /jw 
Telephone (Business): 

r6.7-c-ton,  
(Residence): 

Garth Wagner 

426-2601 

NiP9 219 71130-41-018-0•411 



185 

Solicitor General 
Car. ada 

Solligiteur general 
Canada 

Parole Liberation condition nelle 

 

TRAVEL PERMIT 

 

File: 

Date: 5853 College Street 
Halifax N.S. 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

   

  

Day 
on parole X mandatory supv. 

 

   

Donald Marshall 

  

   

whose address is Carlton Centre, 5853 College Street, Halifax N.S. 

has been granted permission to travel to Truro N. S. 

for the purpose of accompanying father 

His residence during this visit will be N/A 

with (name, relationship) N/A 

He will leave on Friday, April 16, 1982 and return on same day 

He will travel by private motor vehicle 

accompanied by (name, relationship) N/A 

Reporting instructions: 

To report to Parole Office in area of destination 

To report to Police 

To report to (name & address) 

Special instructions: 

I Al 

Paul Jewers ( I.  
Distri:t Represents Jack Ste rt 

11. A/ Superintendent 
cc:  MB—Moncton, HCIS, HPD 

Supervisor: 

Telephone (Business): 

(Residence): 

426-2601 

N/13 219 7 11)041-0311-004111 



Special instructions: 

District Representative: 

cc: 

NMI 219 7ss041-ose-o•4• 

PB Moncton, 

liw 

Stewart 
uperintendent 

, HPD 

186 

Solicitor General Solliciteur genOral 
Canada Canada 

Parole Liberation conditionnelle 

TRAVEL PERMIT 

   

FPS 
5853 College Street 

Date: Apr 2, 1982 Halifax N.S. 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

 

Day 

on parole 

    

      

      

      

Donald "Junior" Marshall 

  

mandatory supv. 

 

   

   

whose address is Carlton Centre, 5853 College St. Halifax N.S. 

has been granted permission to travel to Dartmouth N. S. 

for the purpose of visiting friend, Mr. Kevin -Christmas 

His residence during this visit will be 15 Bolton Terrace, Dartmouth 

with (name, relationship) as above 

He will leave on Friday, April 2, 1982 
1800 hours 

N/A 
He will travel by 

accompanied by (name, relationship) n/a 

Reporting instructions: 

To report to Parole Office in area of destination 

To report to Police 

To report to (name & address) 

and return on 
Sunday, April 4, 1982 
23:59 hours 

LI 
LI 

Supervisor: 

Telephone (Business): 

(Residence): 

Gerald A.P. Smith 

426-2601 



• ..,• 
( 

;..:•:;? • • •pi,licr.r.,;:lE 

TRAVEL PERMIT 

File: FPS: 
5853 College Street 

Date: March 14, 1982 Halifax N.S. 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

187 

Donald Marshall 
Day 

on parole Ix  mandatory supv. 

whose address is Cdrlton Centre, 5853 College Street, Halifax N.S. 
has been granted permission to travel to Margaree, Cape Breton 

for the purpose of attending Indian gathering 

His residence during this visit will be uncle's trailer 
with (name, relationship) Mr, Cecil Cuff 

He will leave on Sunday, May 16, 1982 
12 noon 

He will travel by N/A 

an d return on Sunday, May 23, 1982 
23:59 holies 

accompanied by (name, relationship) Mr. Cecil Cuff 

Reporting instructions: 

To report to Parole Office in area of destination 

To report to Police 

To report to (name & address) 

Special instructions: 

District Repre,ritative. Jack Stewart Supervisor: Gerry Smith 
/ Superintendent 

m: - - 
NPB Moncton, HCWS, HPD 

CSC Sydney, RCMP detachment 
/jw 

NIB 2111 76,04,  

Telephone (Business): 
426-2601. i-  • 

(Residence): 

- — - 
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SPECIAL REPORT RAPPORT SPECIAL 

, v. v• 
Dania NixrDef 23221 I 
RI°  de La baruzue 
hhcle,Rle de donnees 188  

ID FPS - 5E0 NAME n NOW DATE' COMPLETED- CATE DE COAs, GAA 1 

1242IL 'V • IIMILL II G 210 -. •OCACIAS 1 
a a . 

09  41110141911 A MARSHALL DONALD , 012 014 812/ 
%PS OFFICE - BUREAU DC SN LC PRESENT INST.TuTIONS .1.10121,cat.I•s' 

ETAISLISSEMEN-  ACTUEL 100 v a kieut ,T 1. , 2  

I---C.a 2,1 n—(' d.rt .k aln I 1 

le*** T., 

Goma in •tamcon 

PLEASE PEW. TO NSTILCTIONi ON PACE — i Pi,inERox INST41,TIONS Au 

DAY PAROLE 
WED WED 
Data 0  
du mandal 

PLEASE REFER TO ATTACHED TELEX DATED APRIL 2, 1982 

Garth Wagner 
A/ Case Management Officer 

DISTRIBUTION 

NPB Moncton 
CSC Central Registry, 

Att: OIS 

CSC 338 AEv 7 80 
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• 
KOLt KC) viC riv 

Ck.t.,.L1UNC1k HFX 
PA.kIL 196,2 

RE: mAksHALL DONALD 

10 IHIS IS TO INFOkM YOU ihAl WE ARE GRANTING A WEEKEND PASS TO 
iht SUbJECT• IU kUN FROM APRIL 3 1962 TU APRIL 5 1962 . 
WIlet IHE ACTIVITIES UF IHE PAST WEEK MR MARSHALL HAS REACHED A 
FOINI WHERE mt. IS EXHAUSIED AND SOMEWHAT CONFUStD AND IT WAS 
FELI lhAl HE NEEDED SOmE TIME AWAY FROM THE CtNIRE . THE PRESSURE 
or.  MEDIA AND OLD FRIENDS LUuKING FOR HIM WAs 6ECOMING TOO MUCH. 

v4H MARSHALL WILL Lit_ SPENDING 1HE WEEKEND WITH i,;R CHRISTMAS WHO 
Is F-N ULD FRIEND. mR CHRISTmAS IS EMPLOYED WIlh THE CANADA 

AEMPLoYmEN1 AND IMmIGRAlION CumMISSION AND IS EXPERIENCED WITH 
WuRKING WITH PEOPLE. ThE CuNTACI IS VIEWED VS A POSITIVE ONE FOR 

mAksmALL. WE WILL mONOCXXXX mUNI1UR THE SITUATION CLOSELY. 

GARln WAGNER 
ACIING C M 0 

JJAX JACK sIEWAFI 
ACiN ACIING sUPERIM1tNOEH1 

J 

• 
PPkOLE RU MCIN 

CARL10NCik HFX 
IHt AIJOVE IELEX IS mARKEU CONFIDENTIAL 
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PLEASE REFER TO ATTACHED TELEX DATED JUNE 21, 1982. 

C.A.P. Smith 
Counsellor 
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RGENT 

MARSHALL DONALD JR FPS 410491A 

QUEST TERMS AND CONDITIONS ALTERED TO COVER THE DATES OF JUNE 
1982 TO JUNE 25 1982 TO ATTEND NATIVE CONFERENCE 
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT ON RESERVES TO BE HELD AT LISCOMBE HARBOUR 
SUBJECT WILL BE STAYING AT LISCOMBE LODGE AND WILL BE EXCORTED 
MS JOAN GLOADE OF THE DEPT OF INDIAN AND NOTTHERN AFFAIRS 

CIAL SERVICES 

COMMENDATION 

RMS AND CONDITIONS ALTERED TO ALLOW SUBJECT TO ATEND CONFERENCE 
D BE AWAY FROM CARLTON CENTRE FOR THE ABOVE MENTIONED DATES 

RNLD A P SMITH 
UNSELLOR 
RLTON CENTRE 

 

NATIONAL PAROLE BOARD 
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PLEASE REFER TO ATTACHED TELEX DATED JUNE 28, 1982. 

J.T. Hatcher 
Case Management Officer 

7— J.A.. ewart V A/ Superintendent 
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28 06 82 

RE MARSHALL DONALD (JUNIOR) FPS RQPROQA 

FPS 410491A 

SUBJECT HAS REQUESTED PERMISSION TO ATTEND BALL TOURNAMENT IN 
REAR CHEBUCTO NEW BRUNSWICK INVOLVING BALL TEAMS FROM MAT XXX 
MARITIME RESERVATIONS SUBJECT WILL BE TRAVELLING WITH MEMBERTOU 
TEAM HE WILL STAY IN COMMERCIAL ACCOMMODATION HE HAS REQUESTED 
PERMISSION TO BE AWAY FROM THE CENTRE FROM WEDNESTAY JUNE 30 1982 
TO SUNDAY JULY 4 1982 

RECOMMENDATION 

TERMS kNu CONDITIONS ALTERED TO ALLOW TRAVEL 4-0—N43W-TiMNSWICE7FV4-- 
JUNE 30 59 7)6 4 1982 IAT1OiiL i-3  

DES GLIk,s1J.L,S 

JUN 

NIONCTOi\I N.B. 

J T HATCHER 
CMO 

CARLTONCTR HFX 
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LDi:(21.:10NAL/VOCATIONAL TRAINING: Junior upgraded his education to grade ten 
in Zarchester. He has taken plumbing and weldieg trades, and is now working 
cn getting his ticket for plumbing. He ret!irned to echonl for several weeks 

the fall of 1981 to study the mathematics he will need to write his 
,xamination. 

He has worked in several shops over the years, and has received 
c._:od work reports. Since his most recent admission to Dorchester, he has 
Leen with maintenance plumbers and in school. 

!F.F.s.L DEVELOPMENT: During the past nine years Junior has been preoccupied 
with his appeal - working for it, trying to get money to pay for it, giving 
up on it, following up newlebeis for it. He denies committing the offence 
a7.,7: consequently has not put much effort into the area of personal development. 
Fesies being immersed in his appeal, Junior was a bittoo active in 
institutional life at Springhill. He was a high profile inmate whom ether 

7-1::.ates, and staff as well, turned to bcause of his control over a large 
,art cf the population. He was involved in m.:scling inatcs for debts and 
::rugs. he did well and followed case plans for periods of time, but would 

come frustrated and end up in dissociation and segregation. Because of 
he will probably never be able to ret.:rn to Spri 11. (see 7.emo dated 

11 CO 24 for notes on the case conference held at Springhill). The realization 
that he has cut off one, (probably the best) avenue of release seems to have 
mee him a lot more serious about working on himself. He has been interviewed 
Ly the psychologist (see report dated 81 12 16 on psychology file), and he 
tas finally taken the nccessary steps to prepare for his plumbing exam. 
Unfortunately, his abandunment of hope for his appeal was short-lived. A 
visitor told him about new evidence, and Junior says that he knows who committe.: 
the offence for which he is serving a Life sentence. FLA again, after much 
ceneideration, he has indicated that he will leave the matter to the law, and 
sp-ed his time concentrating on getting a parole. 

;2:ILY/CC=NITY:.  Junior has maintained contact with his family and friends. 
correL?ond, he phones, and they visit him. 

.:::.!:F.FE:,1/PELEASE/SUPERVISION: MARSHALL was admitted to Dorchester (72 06 20) 
and transferred to Springhill (74 11 04). He was granted a day parole to 
,t:end the Atlantic Challenge Program in 1979. The first time (August 8-18) 
w-nt well. Ten days after his release the second time (September 14), he 
es Crel..,red unlawfully at large. He was returned to Springhill, then 
17.-::sf_rred to Dorchester (81 02 11), transferred back to Springhill (£0 04 22), 

c -.ne aeain transferred to Dorchester (60 13 31). He applied for but was 
.▪  ioden Lnr_scorted tur_rerary absence to visit his parents at Christmas, 19E1. 
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I. PROGRESS — PROGR Es 
EDUCATIONAL/VOCATIONAL TRAINING: MARSHALL upgraded his mathematics to at least 
a grade nine level at the School. 

EMPLOYMENT: He is back in the Maintenance Plumbing Shop. He is waiting for 
arrangements to be made to have him write his apprenticeship papers in Nova 
Scotia. 

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT: Little has changed in this area. Jr. is still working 
on his appeal. He will need Psychological and Psychiatric assessments when he 
applies for parole. 

FAMILY/COMMUNITY: Jr. maintains contact with his family, friends, and other 
native community members. 

TRANSFER/RELEASE/SUPERVISION: Jr.'s application for an unescorted TA at 
Christmas was denied. His CMT has been developing plans for a parole, and he 
will soon submit his application form. 

LEISURE: Jr. plays hockey. He is a member of the Community Center but is not 
involved in any of the activities. 

SUMMARY: Jr. is not interested in doing much in Dorchester. He is merely 
waiting and behaving himself. His energies still seem to be channelled toward 
his appeal and the new evidence. 
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MEMORANDUM 
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ROM R. C. Richards 
DE Board Member 

L_ 
NPB - Atlantic Region 

SUBJECT 
osarr MARSHALL, Donald (FPS 410481A)  

The Board received information this date of a possible confession 
having been °brained by the RCMP at Sydney, which would prove 
that this inmate is innocent of the charge of murder for which he 
is presently incarcerated. 

I spoke with S/Sgt. Al Ross, RCMP Sydney, on this date. S/Sgt. Ross 
confirmed that the investigation had in fact been re-opened. He 
indicated that although a confession had not been obtained, 
sufficient new information had been uncovered to warrant referral 
to the A.G. for decision as to whether some action should be 
considered to reverse the conviction of Marshall. Report should 
be in the hands of the A.G.'s department in a week or so. 

R. C. Ric 
Board Member 
NPB - Atlantic Region 

RCR/fmg 
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ATonson9  Macona_ 
Stephen J. Aronson 
Leo I. MacDonald 

Dartmouth Professional Centre • Suite 305 • 277 Pleasant Street • Dartmouth, N.S. Canada B2Y 487 • (902) 463-913 

DELIVERED BY HAND  

March 15, 1982 

Carlton Centre 
5853 College Street 
Halifax, N.S. B3H 1X5 

ATTENTION: Mr. J. Stewart 

Dear Sir: 

Re: Donald Marshall, Jr. 

I wish to confirm that I act for 
understand is presently eligible 
information has come to me which 
conviction for murder may not be 

Donald Marshall, Jr. who I 
for parole. Certain 
suggests that Mr. Marshall's 
proper. 

Recently the Sydney Detachment of the R.C.M.P. has completed 
an investigation of Mr. Marshall's case. The investigation 
was done by Staff Sergeant H. Wheaton and Corporal Jim Carole. 
Although the results of the investigation are not primarily 
concerned with whether Mr. Marshall was guilty or innocent of 
the murder of Sandy Seale, there was apparently evidence to 
indicate that the two key witnesses who testified against 
Mr. Marshall were in fact lying. 

It is my understanding that the R.C.M.P. report of the 
investigation will be in the Attorney-General of Nova Scotia's 
office some time this week. I have requested a copy of this 
particular report, but frankly do not expect to receive it. 

Mr. Marshall has never during his eleven years in penitentiary 
admitted to having committed the murder. There would now 
appear to be support for his denial. I.have personally spoken 
to Sergeant Wheatton who can be reached in Sydney at 539=7121. 

I would ask that the Parole Board make every effort to obtain 
a copy of the investigation to ensure that his request for 

. . .2 
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Carlton Centre, 
Mr. J. Stewart 

- 2 - March 15, 1982 

parole takes into account all of the circumstances. In 
addition, I would also ask that I be present at the Parole 
Board hearing to assist Mr. Marshall in his Application. 

I would most appreciate it if you would be so kind as to 
keep me advised as to the status of the Application and 
whether you have obtained a copy of the R.C.M.P. investiga-
tion. Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Yours very truly, 

Stephen J. Aronson 

SJA:md 
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d. 

Completed by — Corny a oar 

Maud Hody 

Title — Titre 

Parole Officer 

Oat. 

March 24, 1982. 

Oitenoe•I Womb,* 
7.9nitife Ou C141bnp.nt 

Case Management Srip.rr loo 
ibrymiimet. oestion cas 

D.V. LeBlanc, S.S. 

Oat* 

March 24, 198 

MARSHALL, Donald 

FPS 410491 A Dorchester. 

Donald (Junior) Marshall was convicted on November 5, 1971, of the murder 

of Sanford Seale, at Sydney, Nova Scotia, on May 28, 1971. He was arrested 

on June 4, 1971. Day parole eligibility was June 4, 1978, and full parole 

eligibility was June 4, 1981. Subject has been granted two limited day 

paroles. The first was June, 1978, to the Atlantic Challenge Program;  it 

passed without incident. A second day parole to a one-week Atlantic Challen( 

Program in September 1979 ended in Mr. Marshall failing to return, being 

convicted of having been unlawfully at large, and being awarded a sentence o! 

four months consecutive (:). He later stated that he had eloped in order to 

work on his appeal, but admitted he had done little in this regard during thE 

two days he was UAL. He was apprehended in the Pictou area without-incident. 

On the advice of his case management team, Mr. Marshall applied for day 

parole to the Carleton Centre on January 31st, 1982. The community adsessmen 

was requested from the Carleton Centre, and, although it has not yet been 

received, telephone conversations indicate that Mr. Marshall will be 

accepted by the Carleton Centre. Certain problems, to be discussed below, 

have been shared with Mr. Marshall, including the necessity of his accepting 

'house rules until his legal difficulties have been disentangled. His 

penitentiary career has not been without incident, but all incidents in the 

past seem to have been related to his hopes for an appeal of his conviction, 

hopes which were consistently dashed during the period oetween 1972 and the 

present. He has been considered a likeable and earneStinmate who has not 

succeeded in overcoming his desire to prove himself innocent, and, in the 

process, irritating many case workers who wished to persuade him to forgpt th  
It. Recommendation — Recommendation 

CONFIDENTIAL 
Day Parole granted. 

CSC 430 1740) Pate 

I „- - 
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MARSHALL, Donald. 

Progress Summary (Continued)  

obviously hopeless appeal and to devote his energies instead to the immediat 

task of getting himself out. 

Therefore, because he has been accepted by the Carleton Centre and because 

he is considered at least an average day parole prospect, I am recommending 

that he be granted day parole to the Carleton Centre. 

With respect to Mr. Marshall's case, recent, and persuasive, evidence has bec 

unearthed that he is, in fact, as innocent as he has claimed to be, with one 

exception, since 1971. His story, with the exception of an admission of 

guilt in 1975, has not altered. He stated that both he and the victim wer 

attacked by another assailant, identity unknown, who stated that he had no u 

for negroes or redskins, before stabbing Donald Marshall in the arm with a 
5,46 ie Wcondt 

knife and fatally wounding the victim with swig stabaAto the abdomen. 

Two eye-witnesses contradicted Mt. Marshhll's own evidence; since both state 

definitely that they had seen Mr. Marshall stab the victim, their evidence 

was considered conclusive. 

It 'w appears that the previously unknown assailant has identified himself, 

and has supplied the investigating police with evidence of his own guilt. 

This evidence is now in the hands of the Attorney General of Nova Scotia, 

who plans to take action on it. 

Although these recent events are materially affecting the speed of case 

preparation, the recommendation for day parole granted is based on the groun 

cited above. Mr. Marshall is considered a relatively good day parole candic 

and the Carleton Centre is prepared to accept him. Therefore, the case 

management team recommends that he be granted day parole. 

CONFIDEN1 iAL 

Completed by Title Date Section 

Maud Hody . Parole Officer March 24, 1982 Supeiv'sor 
D a 

(N"-".-CNAJ.4. t;C741.1 
/ft March 24/82 Dict. March 24/82 cc.: PBC Fi_le Flimsy Dorchester 

tentiary 
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RE: DONALD mARSHALL FPS: 410491A 

1 HE FOLLOWING IS A COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT 
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C UmmUNI TY 0 CONTACTS 

1. STEPHEN ARONSON DARTMOUTH PROFESSIONAL CENTRE L AWYER 
2 GORDON GAYLE LAWYER ATTORNEY CENERALS E DEPT N S 

MR MARSHALLS FILE WAS RECEIVED AT THE CARLTON CENTRE ON MARCH 11 0 
FUR A C A AND CONSIDERATION dY THE GARLTON CENTRE SELECTION COMMITTEi 

A l THE 1 IME THE REQUEST WAS GENERATED, MR MARSHALL WAS BEING SUPPORTD 
BY THE CASE MANACEmENT TEAM BASED ON NOTICEABLE IMPROVEMENT IN HIS 
dErlAVI OUR AND APPLICATION IN DORCHESTER PEN AND THE UELIEF THAT IT 
l.:Aj 1 I mE IN HIS CASE 10 BEGIN DEVELOPING A PPE RELEASE PLAN. 

i HE AREA OF GREATEST CONCERN WAS MR MARSHALLS . TOTAL DENIAL OF WILT 
I N HIS OFFENCE AND HIS F RUST RAI I ON WITH STAFF ATTEMPTING TO DEAL WITH 
HIM IN THIS AREA. 

SINCE THE ARRIVAL OF MR MARSHALLS F I LE AT THE CARLTON CENTRE WE HAVE 
tiLtN CONTACTED bY MR STEVE ARONSON WHO HAS FOR THE PAST SEVERAL MINTS 
bi.LN ACTING ON BEHALF OF MR MARSHALL. 

I N A LT LETTER RECEIVED MARCH 15 FROM MR ARONSON WHO HAS FOR 
T HE PAST SEVERAL MONTHS BEEN AC TING ON EHALF OF MARSHALL. IN 
///////////////////////////////////////////////i///////////, 
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IN r LETTER RECEIVED MARCH is FRO NR AFUNS(JN WE UERE INFORMED TH* 
A NEW POMP INVESI INVEsfIGATION INTO MR MARSHALLS OFFENCE HAD BEEN 
CUMPLEiED WITH THE REsULTS FORWARDED 10 THE ATTORNEY GENERALS DEPT 
IN N s. MR ARUNsuN SlATEs IN HIS LEITER THAT WHILE THE INVESTIGATION --- 

AS NOT CONCERNED PRIMARILY WITH MR MARSHALLS WILT OR INNOCENCE 
THERE VAS ' APPARENTLY EVIDENCE TO INDICATE TA THAT THE TWO KEY WITNS 

ITNEssES WHO TESTIFIED AGAINST MR MARSHALL WERE IN FACT LYING' 

THIS LETTER PROMPTED CONTACT WITH MR GORDON GAYLE OF THE ATTORNEY 
GENERALS .PT WHO WAS ABLE 10 GIVE MORE INFORMATION ON THE CONTENT 
OF THE INVESTIGATIVE REPORT. THE INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM MR GAYLE 

AS RELAYED bY TELEPHONE ON MARCH 23 1982 A TO THE NPb 
AND CASE 

REP OFFICE IN MONCTON AND WILL bE INCLUDED INACIRTO FOLLOW 
THIS TELEX bY PUROLATOR. THE ATTORNEY GENERALS DEPT IS PRESENTLY 
REVIEWING THE CASE VERY CAREFULLY AND IS INVESTIGATING ACTION UNDER 

ECTION 617 OF THE CRIMINAL CODE OF CANADA. 

THIS INFORMATION ODVIOUSLY CHANGES THE FORMAT CONTENT AND APPROACH 
OF THE C A REQUESTED WHN WHEN THE FILE WAS FIRST FORWARDED. 
IN bRIEF THE CARLTON CENTRE SELECTION COMMITTEE IS PREPARED TO SUPPOS 
MR mARSHALLS DAY PAROLE AND ACO ACCOMii0DATE HIM IMMEDIATELY UPON 
bEING GRANTED DAY PAROLE. 

AS STATED AbOVEACIRWILL BE FORWARDED ALONG WITH THE LETTER BY 
MR ARONSON AS I DO NOT BELIEVE THE INFORMATION CONTAINED WOULD BE 
sUITADLE FOR TRANSMISSION BY TELEX. 

IF YOU REQUIRE ANY FURTHER INFORMATION OR ACTION PLEASE DO NOT HESITS 
TO CONTACT ME. 

JACKSTEWART 

ACTING SUPERINTENDENT 
CARLTON CENTRE 

AROLE RO MC1N 

CARLTUNCIR HFX 
V 
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COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT ENOUCTE COMMUNAUTAIRE 
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l• L•51 01.4 - Non. iSe famin. Given names-hiInorins 2. - N. SW 

MARSHALL . 
2. Norsmeri of CA. - Dot Mi MC- 

A. D Penitentiary Placement 
Placerni.nt p4nitent lairs C. Temporary Absence - Aasmate to poralm Parole 

Donald 410491A 
3 nrnate no.- N. du idi.nu 

19_97 

4.100104.000-1W0M 

Dorrhester 

  

II Trieste. - Transferential 

ri M00000001 
It ut lonnN 

111  SuOervIsion 
Surniitanc• 00. 

0 

0 
 Escorted 

Soul escorte 

Unescorted 
Sens escort. 

airencratorY Intiertirroo 
Survellianc• obligator,. 

Li 

aloftwinsu.ctton-Direcli.Nmacutos 

Junior has efiectively closed the Springhill door to release. Therefore 
his only present hope is through the Carlton Centre. His most recent 
return to Dor. Pen, has seen many changes in him: increased self-control, 
absence of politicking, improved behavior. The present proposal is for a 
thr-e-day day parole for assessment, to be followed, if successful, by 
a regular day parole to the Carlton Centre. 

-1C,c)•:,/•:02,  

/go Typed March 9/5'. Dirt. Marrh AJB1  rcl PEir FILE FLimsli  
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Oats elemental.. 

Maud Hody  Parole Officer  Moncton, N.B.  04 MAR 82 
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I. Dots roomy.. - Oats le nkanattoe 10. Receiving offlas-r inst q.M mc.on la demands 11. Name of Apency If reeerrimi 

060.0 00 1.000rit• ii riliebrence • lima 

Carlton Centre 
TA 10-011 

11. Date referred (If alsOlicable) 
Clete referee (le cm achilant) 

VA 110.0.1 

coorrsra  - LX)NTENU 

12. Oats comoiets0 - Data ar.Nr•En 

82 March 24 
Y-A 11.44.11 0..1 

COMMUNITY CONTACTS 

Stephen Aronson, Dartmouth Professional Centre, lawyer 
Gordon Gayle, lawyer, Attorney-General's Dept. Nova Scotia 

Mr. Marshall's file was received at the Carlton Centre on the 11th of 
March 1982 for a community assessment and consideration by the Carlton 
Centre Selection Committee. 

At the time the request was generated, Mr. Marshall was being supported 
by the case management team, based on noticeable improvement in his 
behaviour and application in Dorchester Penitentiary, and the belief 
that it was time in his case to begin developing a pre-release plan. 

The area of greatest concern was Mr. Marshall's total denial of guilt 
in his offence, and his frustration with staff, attempting to deal with 
him in this area. 

Since the arrival of Mr. Marshall's file at the Carlton Centre, we have 
been contacted by Mr. Steve Aronson, who has for the past several 
months, been acting on behalf of Mr. Marshall. In a letter received 
March 15, from Mr. Aronson, we were informed that a new RCMP 
investigation into Mr. Marshall's offence had been completed with 
the results forwarded to the Attorney-General's Department in Nova 
Scotia. Mr. Aronson stafes in his letter that while the investigation 
was not concerned primarily with It Marshall's guilt or innocence, there 
was "apparently evidence to indicate that the two key witnesses who 
testified against Mr. Marshall, were, in fact lying". 
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MARSHALL, Donald - 2 - 

This letter prompted contact with Mr. Gordon Gayle, of the Attorney 
General's Department, who was able to give more information on the 
content of the investigative report. The information received from 
Mr. Gayle was relayed by telephone on March 23, 1982 to the National 
Parole Board and case preparation office in Moncton, and will be 
included in a confidential information report to follow this telex 
by Purolator. The Attorney General's Department is presently reviewing 
the case very carefully, and is investigating action under Section 
617 of the Criminal Code of Canada. 

This information obviously changes the format, content and approach 
to the community assessment, requested when the file was first 
forwarded. In brief, the Carlton Centre Selection Committee is 
prepared to support Mr. Marshall's day parole and accommodate him 
immediately upon being granted day parole. 

As stated above, a C.I.A. will be forwarded along with the letter by 
Mr. Aronson, as I do not believe the information contained would 
be suitable for transmission by telex. 

If you require any further information or action, please do not 
hesitate to contact me. 

: jw 
Sack Stewart 

C-X7 Superintendent 
CarAcm Centre 

DISTRIBUTION 

CSC Moncton 
NPB Moncton 
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1. Dote completed 
Delo de ceonisPallwe 

24 March 82 

2.07 
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Community assessment March 24, 1982 

Dorohestor 
S. Source of Infor metion — Source el• rensefiloementa 

S. 

This C.I.R. is being submitted because certain information came to 
light during the course of the community investigation, which should 
be thoroughly considered in Mr. Marshall's day parole hearings. 

This information was relayed by telephone and this C.I.R. will act 
as written documentation. 

On March 14, this office was contacted by Mr. Stephen Aronson, an 
attorney acting for Mr. Marshall, who informed us that he had been 
working on a new investigation by the R.C.M.P. into Mr. Marshall's 
offence, and that certain information had come to light. Mr. 
Aronson was interviewed that day at ,he Carlton Centre, and at the 
request of this writer, delivered by hand, the following day, a letter 
which is enclosed. 

Based on the contents of the letter received from Mr. Aronson, the 
National Parole Board was contacted, as was the Regional Director 
General, through the District Director, Halifax office. The Board, 
at the time of contact, was aware that an investigation was being 
undertaken, and were also aware of some of the preliminary findings. 

Mr. Gordon Gayle, of the Attorney-General's office, Nova Scotia 
was contacted on the 23rd of March 1982, to determine, what if anything, 
in the report he could share with this office. Mr. Gayle cooperated 
with .;his writer, and while I could not receive a copy of the police 
investigation, he did say that he had 'good reason to believe that L/— 
Mr. Marshall did not kill Mr. Seale". As the conversation progressed 
Mr. Gayle informed me that their department was reviewing the case 
carefully and that they were examining Section 617 of the Criminal 
Code of Canada, to determine what their best course of action would 
be. 

According to Mr. Gayle, all evidcnce they have at this time points to 
a Mr. R. Ebsary, a resident of Sydney, as the individual that they 
would be possibly charging once the conviction of Mr. Marshall had 
been dealt with. When asked how sure they were of Mr. Ebsary's actions, 
on the night of the offence, Mr. Gayle informed me that Mrs. Ebsary 
had turned over a knife or knives to the R.C.M.P. in Sydney, and 
that fiber analysis had been undertaken. The result of the analysis 

10.1 CorriPleted Dy — Comptie Par 

Name — Nom Titi• — Tare Data 

Case Management — 015110.1 cies cos 

  

    

Nam. — Nom Clot• 

CSC 420 1740) 
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i Date comp...toe 
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION RAPPORT Date de consoitat son 

REPORT DE RENSEIGNEMENTS CONF.IDENTIEL 24 March 82 
5. insututWo — etabilstoment 

Dorchester 
2. Name — Nom 3. F.P.S. Na. — S. LO 

MARSHALL, Donald 410491A 
4.  'p';',".;;;:t,,„ 

7. Date 4. Pf•PirOCI MN relation to— Prealsre an replaort  sour., of Information — SourtO O• renselenansants 

24 mArcliii.2 

showed that fibers were still on the knife and that under analysis 
the fibers matched perfectly with clothes worn by the victim, Mr. 
Seale, and by Donald Marshall on the night of the offence. His 
assessment of this evidence was that it supported Mr. Marshall's version 
of the offence, and pointed very strongly to Mr. Ebsary. 

Mr. Aronson and Mr. Marshall's family are understandably very anxious 
to get him out of prison and have the conviction overturned, preferably 
by the Royal Prerogative of Mercy. In addition, the press in Cape 
Breton are aware that an investigation by the R.C.M.P. was conducted 
into the Marshall case, and are pressing very hard for more information. 
Emotions in this case and the fact that Mr. Marshall's father is the 
Grand Chief of the MicMac Nation provide all the ingredients for 
a media circus . If Mr. Marshall is granted a day parole to the 
Carlton Centre, our main goal will be to buffer him as much as possible, 
and attempt to establish a support system outside the Centre in the 
event that action is forthcoming to overturn his conviction. 

Mr. Aronson and Mr. Marshall's family are very aware of the difficulties 
that Mr. Marshall will experience on returning to the street, after 
such a long period of incarceration and fear the added impact of the 
inevitable publicity this case will generate. They have agreed to 
cooperate as much as possible with the Case Management Team at the 
Carlton Centre, who will be attempting to work with Mr. Marshall, 
should he receive a day parole. 

If you have any further questions or concerns, please do not hesitate 
to contact me. 

:jw 
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OBSERVATIONS DES COMMISSAI RES 
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MARSHALL, Donald Dorches ter 410491A 
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25th March 19 
ONISCNVATIoNS/INSTNUCTIONII 

VOTE: DAY PAROLE GRANTED 

We are dealing with this file on an urgent basis for two reasons: 

After 11 years of incarceration, the subject will need sore 
reorientation to the coaeruni ty and depending on how lonc the process of reversing his 
conviction takes, he can have a short or a relatively lengthy tire at Carleton Centre 
to accomplish the re-adjust:rent. 

Although his case managerrent team reports that he is bearing the 
tension reasonably well, it is felt that he will have difficulty coping with the 
attention he is going to get from other inantes now that his case is receiving 
considerable press attention. 

For purely humanitarian reasons, It is alrost certain the subject is 
innocent and I think the Board should give hi• as :arch freedom as the law allows, 
commensurate with the desirability of a gradual release. 

.714tai
ssy 

 

BC) MEMBER 
NPB - ATLANTIC 

NOTE: In a television interview last night, the Attorney General of Nova Scotia 
said the new evidence "casts considerable doubt" on the previous conviction but tha t 
his officials had not yet determined which of the procedures possible under Section 
617 of the Criminal Code would be followed. 
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Government 
of Canada 

National 
Parole Board 

; - 

Garver nement 
du Canada 

Commission nationale des 
liberations conditionnelles 

P.O. Box 1370 
Moncton, N.B. 
ElC 8T6 

April 30, 1982 

Inst. No.: 1997 
F.P.S.: 410491A 

Mr. Donald Marshall 
Carleton Centre 
5853 College Street 
Halifax, N.S. 

Dear Sir: 

In accordance with Section 8 (1) of the Parole Act, 
your case was brought forward for review. 

No decision was taken because you stated that you are 
not interested in receiving full parole consideration 
at this time. 

A further review date of 4 June, 1983, has been set. 

Yours truly, 

E. Williams 
Regional Executive Officer 
National Parole Board 

c.c. Director - Carleton Centre 
C. S. C. - Halifax 

Canaa 
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NO Osi —encAse fed•rele de dce-Nles 23231 

INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM REG1STRE DU PLAN 
PLAN RECORD DE PROGRAAMIE INDIVIDUALISE 

Category — SOO statinoto of phoned actlyitietherviess (Include dates) 
Groupe — Ore errand dot activitie otioaes (town* dolga) 

Educational/Vocational! Training — isonegssee 

GOAL: J.R.T. and/or basic upgrading in English and Math to be able to write 
plumbing exam. METHOD: Through C.E.I.C. counsellor, enroll in J.R.T. 
or upgrading classes at South Armdale School. 

WEEKLY REVIEW 

G6XtrnT/e1t1al employment in plumbing field. METHOD: Once schooling is 
completed, re: English and Math, through C.E.I.C. getting on the job training 
with local plumbing firm. 

MONTHLY REVIEW 

Personal development — Perfectionnernent personnel. 

GOAL: Reintegrating and learning socially acceptable social skills and 
behaviour in a free society. METHOD: Through trial and error, and 
counsellor and friends, etc. learn and develop acceptable social behaviour 
and become comfortable. 

WEEKLY REVIEW 
limihr/Consfriunity — ramIlleAommunoutei 

GOAL: Maintain family (immediate) contact. 
METHOD: By telephone contact, and personal visits with aftime family, further 
contacts with family and close relatives. 

WEEKLY REVIEW 

Fu▪  ll Pardon in near future. 
NO TIME FRAME 

lAisure — Loire, 

GOAL: Involvement with baseball team, jogging and general health program. 
METHOD: Become a team member of a local ball team, daily jogging sessions 
and practice good health habits. 

Other — Autre: 
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Government 
of Canada 

Govorment 
du Canada 

2 1 3 ( N 

National Commission national() des 
Parole Board liberations conditionnelles 

F.P.S.: 14/04/67/4" 

P.E.Date: 

TO: THE NATIONAL PAROLE BOARD 

In accordance with the Parole Act and Regulations, I wish 
to advise that: 

IT 
I do not want to appear before the Board, nor do I want 
my case to be reviewed for full parole by the Board at 
this time. I understand that if I wish to receive 
future consideration for full parole, I must subrrOt 
a written request to the National Parole Board. 

I want my case reviewed by the Board for full parole, 
but do not desire a panel hearing. 

Should I make application for day parole or temporary 
absence(s), my case will be reviewed according to normal procedures. 

Yours very truly, 

()Ctvl.  
‘ • Date  

L7/Yki/1-iliff  -tff / 79  r7  

111  .bj‘flitle)S(SX) 
 

NPB 104(7-78) 
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Specify - Prec,se,  

Subject failed to return to the Carlton Centre at 23:59 hours July 4, 1982 
as required on granting of special pass re telex of June 28, 1982. 

Subject returned to the Carlton Centre at 2135 hours on Monday, July 5, 1982. 
At this point, subject was interviewed by Jack Stewart, Superintendent, 
Terry Hatcher, CMO, and subject's counsellor, Gerry Smith. 

-Subject related that during the stay at Restigouche N.B., they had played 
six games of softball and on Sunday, July 4, 1982, he had pitched a double-
header which concluded at about 2130 hours on that date. Part of the team 
with which subject was travelling . stayed overnight with the Chief 
of the Restigouche Reserve until 1200 hours on July 5, 1982. At this point, 
they began travelling by private motor vehicle to Halifax, stopping at the 
Millbrook Reserve in the Truro area to let off a couple of passengers. He 
then proceeded directly to Halifax. Upon arriving in Halifax, subject went 
directly to his girlfriend's place to eat and clean up and telephoned the 
Carlton Centre at 2120 hours. He was, at this point, instructed to report in 
person at the Centre. During his travelling time to the Centre, Mr. Stewart 
and Mr. Hatcher were both informed and up-dated and informed me that they were 
on their way in directly. At 2200 hours, a meeting and interview was held 
with subject until approximately 2330 hours. After subject related the 
events of his overstay and understood the seriousness of his failure to 
make earlier Contact with the Centre, when he realized that he would be unable 
to be at the Centre at 23:59 hours of july 4, 1982. The interview ended on 
the note that subject Would be subject to a form Jf dieciplinary action 
in the immediate future. 
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All staff involved are comfortable that subject clearly understands 
his position here at the Centre and are sympathetic. However, our 
positions were clearly spelled out to subject and that we would not be 
prepared to overlook any further infractions and demand his cooperation on 
all issues. 

It is understandable under the prevailing circumstances of this unique 
case that subject is undergoing severe "bumps" and at various stages, 
he simply "shuts down" and begins to cope. His coping mechanisms appear 
to be that of mentally acting in a manner which allows subject to live free 
as if there are no prisons to be responsible to: This is not viewed as 
being too dangerous and subject is constantly being made aware of and 
reminded of his commitments to day parole. 

At this point, subject is being monitored on a daily basis. Subject is 
currently working full time during the summer months with the Department 
of Northern/ :ndian Affairs and wants to live out in the community and 
report to the Centre. At this point, we are not fully prepared to support 
this request and are intent on protecting subject from himself and others, 
thus allowing subject to adjust more easily in the free community. 

If further information is required, please feel free to contact the 
undersigned. 

RECOMMENDATION: NO ACTION. 

Incident will be handled through internal disciplinary action. 

rN 

C\Lc kAt  
Gerald A.P. Smith 
Counsellor 
Carlton Centre 

\peck Stewart 

1116  
erintendent 

on Centre 
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Opereeforiol Unit 
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Carlton Centre 
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[Aaron de travel' - niveau de Pelee 

Dept. of Indian Affa4; 

11. Date of last C.A. Doled.  ttoman S.C. 
11. Med./Owen clearance required 
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 Pie Even Non Oui 
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20. SUMMARY OF PROGRESS - RECAPITULATION DU PROORES ATTEINT 

The above-named resident was received at the Carlton Centre on March 29, 1982 
and the following progress has been noted to date: 

EDUCATIONAL 

A couple of sessions were held with subject for the purpose of determining 
the precise level of academic standing. This testing, in part, was conducted 
by Canada Manpower. To date, it remains incomplete and subject is too anxious 
to attempt further testing, pending the final outcome of the judicial 
proceedings. 

EMPLOYMENT 

Subject is presently employed full-time for the summer months with the 
Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, working out in the field, doing an 
educational survey of native people. 

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Subject enjoys a social drink and occasionally imbibes (never to excess). 
He is learninq,hard fought for, patience and general acceptance. In general 
subject has aajusted greatly to the free community and to date, nothing 
negative has transpired that I am aware of that could be classified as 
a hinderance to subject's progress. Subject enjoys many females' company 
and of late, is becoming very serious about one lady in particular. This 
relationship is currently viewed as positive for subject. Progress in this 
area, considering the length of freedom, under day parole, has actually 
been tremendous. 

FAMILY 

Regular contact is maintained via telephone and family members, as well 
as reserve members, coming to Halifax for visits, get togethers etc. To 
date, all have been positive. 

TRANSFER 

Full release as soon as possible. 

LEISURE 
This time is spent in the health field of sports participation, jogging, 
softball and spectator sports. Subject swims, go fishing, and camping on 
weekends during days. 

CSC 430 (10/00) POPS 1 
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MARSHALL, DONALD JR. 410491A 1997 Carlton Centre 
it. A/Praha - iroluation 

Our recommendations at this point are for a five and two day parole, sleeping 
in. In this case, subject would be seen at least three times in person 
during the five days in the community, and would sleep in the Carlton Centre 
the other two nights. 

This request is being made at this point in time to help alleviate any 
unnecessary stress which subject is experiencing pending the final disposition 
of the current judicial inquiry. Subject will be closely monitored should 
the recommendation be granted, and this writer will keep abreast of subject's 
whereabouts and community involvements. 

Should further information be required, please feel free to contact this 
writer. 

GAPS:jw 

DISTRI
/
8UTION 

,NPB Moncton 
CSC Central Registry, 

Att: OIS 

RECOMMENDATION: 5 and 2, sleeping in the Centre. 

AUTHORITY: Jack Stewart, Superintendent, Carlton Centre. 

PROPOSED SUPERVISOR: Gerald A.P. Smith, Counsellor, Carlton Centre 

22. R•CornIn.,61(10.1 — ROCOMIWIMItleel 

RECOMMENDATION: Five and Two day parole granted, (sleeping in two nights) 

CSC 430(10.10) Pegs 



MARSHALL, Donald 

No - .•• 
41049IA Carleton Centre 

INSTITUTION/ ISSCIMENT DC DETENTION NAM& - NOM 

DATE 
NO. Of VOTES RICOUIACD 
MOMSE 011 VOTES 
NECESSAINES 7 Grant/3 Deny 13th July 1982 

HEARING 
CI'AUOISNCE 

.1' 

a ..;41 2 1 8 
Niatr>nai COmmrsson WOnahe CMS 
Parcae BOYCI hiArstont Clandbonreift BOARD MEMBERS COMMENTS 

OBSERVATIONS DES COMMISSAIRES 

OBS IONS,INSTAUCTIONS 

VOTE: DAY PAROLE GRANTED (5 5 2) 

COMWENTS:  I have discussed this case at length with Jack Stewart at Carleton 
Centro and have decided to attempt to treat it as an ordinary 
lifer case. This is difficult to do, partly because by the time 
the Board's'decision is made, the subject could be removed from 
our jurisdiction. (That is, if his lawyer is successful in his 
application for bail which is due to be heard on July 29th.) 

The subject has a job with Indian Affairs and has acquired some 
rooms in Bali fax where he spends time during the day and on his vac 
end passes. He has a girlfriend. He also has a "guide, assigned 
by his band, whose main job appears to be a buffer between the 
subject and the outside world. 

He has begun to "chafe" under the restrictions of C.C.C. residence, 
and under the disappointment resulting from the slow process of 
getting his case into court. But apart from the /ate return to 
Carleton Centre on one occasion, he has honoured the conditions 
of his day parole very well. 

If he is granted a five and two day parole he will continue to be 
seen almost daily by centre staff members. 

CONFIDENTIAL:  

I do have sore concern that our "generosity" in granting day 
parole may have relieved the urgency with which the criminal 
justice system might otherwise have handled this case. In spite 
of that, however, I think he has earned an expansion of his day 
parole and we should not deny it except for reasons related to 
risk. 
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C. Pereee 

2. Purpose of C.A. — But oi 1'LO. 
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1. Inrnet• no. — NO du &Mow 

1997  

4. IneMotIon — itabildwneM 

CaAtten Cent/cc 

1. Lam name — Nom di I ammo 04~ names— Pram:tires 

MARSHALL, DONALD 

I. IDENTIFYING DATA— DONNEES sun L'IDENTITE 
2. F.P.S. — N° SED 

4111491A  

S. Spectal Instruction — Colf•CtIVOI 51)441.001 

PP.  II. RECEIPT AND REFERRAL DATA — DONNE ES AU SUJET DE LA RECEPTION ET DE LA  REFERENCE 

5.0.1. received — Oats*. reception 10. Receiving Once—Bureau qui receit Ls demands 11. Name of Agency If referred 
Nom de redone' s! refinance a lieu 

11. Ost• referred (I1 aPPlicablit) 
0.1. referee (ts cat acheant) 

12. Date completed — Coto acnmee 

82 08 27 

PPP III.  CONTENT — OONTENU  

'SOURCES OF INFORMATION: 

1. Mize Karten Mown, Ogilvie Towetz, Apt. 113, Hati6ax N.S. TELEPHONE: 
429-6234. 

1.44. MaAshatt has been necentty gnanted a Iiive and two Aeteaee tiAom the Cahlton Centhe. Hi4 tong /Lange plans include shaking an aparttment with a young man who ie conned to a wheetcnaiA. It £4 144. MaAehatt'e intention to azeiet this pehson, as he pu4euee studies at St. MaAy'e Univet.eity. The 
two wilt shahe expenzez 06 /Lent and 60od. 

Piteeentty, Mahshall him4et6 £4 emptoyed with the Depaittment o il Indian A 156aike. He states this job o t5 t5e44 him the oppottunity o6 using the time 
he ha on his hands conetRuctivety. 

Ae Mh. Mahshall has yet to obtain accommodations with the above-mentioned 
individual, he wilt be iteeiding 04 a week oh two with M£44 Ka-'ten 6/town. 
Thie young woman (25) 4e4idee in a ven.y good ahea 06 Hali6ax. She ie 
employed with the Royal Bank 06 Canada in the capacity at eeciteta/ty in 
the Peksonnel eection at the main bhanch on Hollis Stkeet in Hatitfax. M£44 Bhown has been employed at thie ptace ioh the paet 6ive (5) yea-t4. 

Miez Shown £4 veity witting to accommodate MR. Mahshall 60h the two week peticd. She etated that she and Donald have become ve4y close 44.nce his 
ticane6e4 to Ca/ti-ton Cent/Le. She hae vieited hie 6amily in Membehtou, N.S. 
on two occasions. 
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Miss Mown LS the daughtea oi M. Gaanet &town, a wett known 
potiticat 6igaae in paovinciat potiticz. 

SUMMARY: 

Mies &town appeaaz to be a vet .nceae, aezpectabte young lady; 
who iz genuinety inteaezted in Donatd Maazhalez £utun.e. She iA 
seen az a gaeat azzet in Maazhattiz bid to adapt to society. 

DISTRIBUTION 

NPB Moncton 
CSC Centaat Registay 

Att: OIS 

Pita Jcweas 
Counsellor. 

Z-Z  4 

Jack Stewaat 
Supexintendent 
Caatton Centice 
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